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Samenvatting

Een belangrijke factor die de opbrengst van correct werkende chips
zelfs in volwassen IC fabricage processen bepaald is het optreden van
spot defecten. Spot defecten zijn lokale verstoringen van de gelaagde
silicium strukturen, veroorzaakt door stofdeeltjes, toleranties in
process parameters, onzuiverheden in gebruikte materialen en
vervuiling van gereedschappen en werktuigen. Spot defecten kunnen
worden beschouwd als willekeurige verschijnselen met een bepaalde
stochastische ruimtelijke verdeling op de plak, met een stochastische
grootte en veelvuldigheid van optreden per eenheid oppervlak (defect
density).
Aangezien de layout patroon resoluties op het IC steeds kleiner
worden, zal het negatieve effect van dit soort defecten toenemen.
Traditionele layout verificatie concentreert zich op de validatie van
ontwerp regels zoals opgelegd door de technologie van het fabricage
proces. Er wordt daarbij echter geen aandacht besteed aan de mate
van gevoeligheid van het ontwerp ten aanzien van defecten die
mogelijkerwijs kunnen optreden in een werkelijke fabricage omgeving.
Hiervoor is het nodig om de zogenaamde kritieke gebieden in het
ontwerp te bepalen. De kritieke gebieden zijn delen van de layout
geometrie alwaar spot defecten van een gegeven afmeting aanleiding
kunnen geven tot een foutief gedrag van de schakeling. Bijvoorbeeld
kan een spot defect een brug vormen tussen twee naburige patronen en
daarmee een deel van de schakeling kortsluiten. Een maatstaf voor de
kwetsbaarheid van het ontwerp voor dit soort defecten is bepaald door
de ratio van totale kritiek gebied (voor een bepaalde defect grootte) ten
opzichte van de totale layout oppervlakte. Deze maatstaf noemen we
"defect-sensitivity". We kunnen nu dus met behulp van de kennis
omtrent de defect-sensitivity van een bepaald layout ontwerp en de
bestudering van de stochastische verdeling van defecten in een
bepaalde proces omgeving de totale opbrengst van het IC voorspellen.

Om een goed begrip te verkrijgen van de relaties tussen defecten, het

technologisch proces, en het te ontwerpen elektrische circuit, is een
formeel semantisch model opgesteld ter modellering van de door het
fabricage proces geïnduceerde defecten en hun invloed op foutief circuit
gedrag. Deze concepten en een overzicht van opbrengst modellering
worden in het eerste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift behandeld.
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een mathematische analyse van de geometrische
eigenschappen van kritieke gebieden en een taxonomie van
verschillende defect-sensitivity modellen gebaseerd op de aanwezigheid
van enkele of meervoudige fouten, geïnduceerd door enkele of
meervoudige defecten geplaatst op een of meer lagen.
De tot nu toe bekende methoden voor het vinden van de kritieke
gebieden maken gebruik van een grove benadering van de
werkelijkheid en leveren dus alleen voor zeer eenvoudige layouts
accurate resultaten op, terwijl voor complexe layouts de resultaten te
onnauwkeurig zijn. Een nieuwe praktische methode voor het correct
bepalen van de kritieke gebieden in enkelvoudige lagen wordt
gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 3; in hoofdstuk 4 wordt deze methode
uitgebreid tot meervoudige lagen.
Het moet duidelijk zijn dat kwalitatief gezien de meerlaagsmethode zal
leiden tot een meer nauwkeurige voorspelling van de opbrengst in
vergelijking tot de eenlaagsmethode. Om dit ook kwantitatief aan te
tonen, worden in hoofdstuk 5 beide methoden toegepast op een aantal
voorbeeld ontwerpen.
In tegenstelling tot de algemene opvatting dat de berekening van
kritieke gebieden zeer rekenintensief is, blijkt uit dit proefschrift dat er
een efficiente oplossingsmethode bestaat, die dan ook kan worden
toegepast in een interactieve werkomgeving. Daarnaast leveren de
ontwikkelde software systemen verdere resultaten die kunnen worden
gebruikt voor het analyseren van het fabricage proces, bijdragen in
algemene
kwaliteitsverbetering,
het
opstellen
van
tests
vereenvoudigen, en mogelijkheden bieden tot foutafweging.

Summary

In mature manufacturing processes spot defects are the main
detractors in the successful outcome of an IC. Their manifestation is as
local disturbances of silicon layer structures mainly caused by dust
particles, process variabilities, and contaminations of the fabrication
equipment. Spot defects are in essence random phenomena occurring
on the wafer with certain stochastic spatial distribution and also with a
stochastic size and frequency per unit area (defect density). ·
As the IC pattern resolutions tend to shrink more and more, the effect
of spot defects in the layout geometry plays a more important role in
yield losses. Traditional approaches for layout veri:fication concentrate
on validating design rules imposed by the technological process.
However, they do not verify the robustness of the design when it is
exposed to defects in a real manufacturing environment. In order to
perform the latter veri:fication task it is necessary to capture the
design's "critical areas". The so called critica! areas are the places in
the layout where spot defects can induce an incorrect behavior of the
IC. For instance, a spot defect creating a bridge between two patterns
can induce a "short circuit" in the design. A figure of merit which
measures this design's vulnerability is obtained as the ratio of the
critica} area for a given defect size to the totallayout area. This :figure
of merit is known as "defect-sensitivity". On the other hand,
semiconductor yield is the probability of manufacturing ICs without
faults. Thus, yield can be predicted by determining the defectsensitivity of a given layout design and by studying the stochastic
behavior of defects in a given manufacturing environment.

To gain an in depth knowledge about the relationship among defects,
technological process, and circuit malfunction, a formal semantic model
was developed to model process induced spot defects and their related

faults. These concepts and an overview of yield modeling are covered in
the first chapter of the thesis. Chapter two presents a mathematica!
analysis of the geometrical properties of critica! areas. In this chapter
is also presented a taxonomy of defect-sensitivity models based on the
presence of single or multiple faults, induced by single or multiple
defects placed on single or multiple layers.
Current methods to find critica! areas are based on simplifications to
avoid the real problem. Moreover, the extraction of critica! areas has
been done accurately only for very simple layouts, while only
approximations have been carried out for complex layouts. A new
practical metbod to correctly find critica! areas in single layers is
presented in chapter three. In chapter four this metbod is extended to
consider multiple layers.
Obviously, the multiple layer approach provides the means fora more
accurate yield prediction as compared to the single layer approach. To
demonstrate this fact, both methods are quantitatively compared in
chapter five on a basis of several case study designs.
Contrary to the general belief that the computation of critica! areas can
he prohibitively expensive, the work presented in this thesis provides a
solution with fast performance that can also he used in interactive
applications. In addition to the extraction of critica! areas, the
developed systems provide further results for manufacturing process
debugging, quality refinement of test vectors, and fault weighting.
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Chapter 1
Defect Bemantics and Yield Modeling

The variety of IC technologies increases the problem of choosing
realistic fault models [37]. Traditional approaches to fault modeling
assume a convenient high-level abstraction without considering the
technology. Yet, faults have their origins in changes of the chemica!
and material compositions occurring in the IC.
Defects have very complex physical characteristics and may be
significantly different from technology to technology [11, 12,84]. The
adequacy of fault modeling can be expressed in terms of defects
occurring in the specific technology.
This chapter presents first a formal semantic model for IC technologies
and process induced defects [59]. The model is a theoretica! description
of the physical properties of microelectronic processing including the
necessary relationship between process induced defects and faults
[45, 67]. The second main topic is an objective discussion on yield
modeling, it's difficultness and development through the last 30 years.

1.1 Microelectronic Technology
A microelectronic technology, 'T={ tk I k = 1,2, ... , N1ech}, is an ordered
set of process steps which are concemed with changes in matter no
more than a few microns above or below the surface of a carrier. This
carrier is usually referred to as wafer. Basic process steps in the
manufacturing of an IC are [1, 29]:
1. Oxide growth
2. Material deposition
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3. Photoresist application
4. Mask exposure
5. Developing
6. Etching
7. Wash or strip
8. Photoresist removal
9. lmplantation
10. Annealing
11. Ditfusion
The goal of these steps is to transform an electrical circuit design into
an operabie device, e.g. the integrated circuit (IC).
Geometrically, an IC can be seen as part of a 3-D Euclidean space with ·
"lateral" coordinates (x,y) and vertical coordinate z. In the z-direction a
partition into intervals by fixing points in the z-axis, Zj,
i= 1 ,2, ... , Nlayer• is introduced. Those z-points define "matters" as open
connected point sets as follows:
lj = {(x,y,z) e E3 I Zi-1 < z < zi}
Lo = {(x,y,z) e E3 I - oo < z <Zo}
L = {(x,y,z) E E3 I ZN < z < oo}

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)

Lo is actually the substrate with its background doping, whereas L is
established by (electrically passive) air on top ofthe IC. In between is a
set of layers of matters such that each different matter bas unique
electrical properties. By matter is meant a physical IC constituent such
as thick oxide, thin oxide, metal, polysilicon, etc.. Such an arrangement
of matter in layers is referred to as silicon layer structure. The set of
layers is denoted as L = {Lk I k = 1,2, ... , Nlayer}, and the set of matters
as 'l1 ={uk I k = 1 ,2, ... 'Nmatterl·
Each layer is shaped by a series of lithograpbic process steps such as
oxidation, photo resist application, etching, etc. After the "shaping
process" takes place some portions of matter disappear and some
portions remain. A point set ak c Li is defined to be a maximal
connected active point set in Li retained after the shaping process; SJ< is
simply called an active pattern in Li. Any two such active patterns have
empty intersection, that is ai n SJ< = 0, i "' k, because ai and SJ< are
"maxima!". The union of all active patterns in Li is denoted by .!'Ij, that is
.!'Ij =u SJ<, and is called the active region in Lj. The complement of .!'Ij in
k

§1.1
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L;, denoted by 3i; = L; - Jl; is called the inactive region in L;. Physically,
the set inactive region can he seen as the set of empty spaces,
henceforth inactive patterns, corresponding to those layer portions that
disappear after the shaping process.
Within one layer the inactive patterns may partially he occupied by
some other matters. For instance, at process step tk one may encounter
active patterns ofthick oxide in layer L;. A few processing steps further,
the inactive patterns of L; may now he filled with metal. Thus, it is
possible to define a set in terms of an enumerated type of distinct
matters contained in L; as U; c 'U. For this particwar example
U;= {thick oxide, metal}. Assume that the point (x,y,n), zi-1 < 11 < z; is
element of an inactive pattern. Fixing Z=Tt defines a 2-dimensional
Euclidean space which in the case of z;_ 1 < 11 < z; will he denoted by
L;(x,y). Then, for any point (x,y) e E2 a function W;(x,y) : L;(x,y)--+ U; is
defined, which in fact assigns a value from U; to any pair of coordinates.
This value is called the state ofthe layer at (x,y) and U; the stateset.
From the above it follows that given the set of layers L there is an
associated set of statesets U = {U 1 , U2, ... , UN1ayeJ N ow establish the
product set of all layers by letting L= (L1,L2, ... ,LN 1aye.) he an Nlayer
dimensional vector. The product set U= (U 1, U2, ... , UNiaye.) is
analogously defined. Logically W = (W1 ,W2, ... , WN~aye,) becomes a vector
function such that it is possible to write W(x,y) : L(x,y)--+ U.
Assume an NMOS process. Consider the silicon layer structure
indicated in Fig. 1.1. Essentially five layers, L1 , L2, L3 , L4 , ~. and five
statesets, U1 = (FOX, DDS, DE}, U2 = (OX, THOX, ME}, U3 = (OX, POLV,
ME}, U4 = (OX, ME}, U5 = (INS}, are defined. For coordinate x1 (with y
fixed) one can obtain the state vector W(x 1 ) = (DDS, ME, ME, ME, INS).
For coordinate x2 (with y fixed) the state vector W(x2) = (DE, THOX,
POLY, OX, INS} is obtained as well.
Obviously the state characterization of silicon layer structures can he
applied to identify electrical components by multivalued logical clauses.
Adopting x as a don't care notation, consider for instanee the clause
ro(x, y) = (DB, THOX, POLY, x, x) true for some point in (x, y) e E2. This
clause describes a point of an active gate area of an NMOS-transistor.
The clause ro(x,y) =(DOS, ME vOX, OX, ME v INS, x) indicates that (x,y)
belongs toa souree or drain region. These clauses are denoted as state
clauses. A technology can he characterized by a set of state clauses
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Figure 1.1. A Silicon Layer Structure
l:rech = {ro(k) I k;;::: 1}. Any of the state clauses identifies a silicon layer
structure characterizing a constituent of a set of electrical components.
To be able to link the silicon layer structure within a given technology
l:tech to a circuit schematic, say -P, there must be a correspondence
between the elements of l:tech and the set of constituents of the circuit
schematic -P.

Assume roe l:tech· Consider a point (x,y) such that W(x,y)=ro. Assume now
that this point is an inner point of a closed connected maximal set R
with the property that for any (cx,j}) e R the state function W(cx,j}) = ro
holds. Then R(ro) is called a hard-structure. Also, for later use, let us
denote by R(ro) I Li the partial hard-stroeture which is obtained from
the hard-stroeture R(ro) by restricting its argument to the layer Lj.
After elimination of the z-dimension, the IC is considered as a
connected rectangular subset of the 2-D Euclidean space. There may
be many hard-structures Rr(ro), r;::: 1, on such a chip.
The state clause ro characterizes the circuit constituent 'V e 'P (or rather
the type of circuit component in question); in addition a hard-stroeture
Rr(ro) supplies all the geometrical information that completes the
description of an instanee of the respective circuit constituent. In other
words, any Rr(ro) corresponds to some type of "circuit element".
Examples of such circuit elements are "drain region", "gate region",
"via", etc., as opposed to the traditional concept of circuit elements such
as resistors, capacitors, transistors, etc.

§1.1
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How the patterns in the layers are determined is specified by an IC
artwork. An IC artwork represents the layout of the circuit design to
he mapped into hard-structures by the processing steps. Formally, an
IC artwork is a vector of masks Jl = (M 1 , M2, ... , MN..- ). Each mask is
defined as a 2-D Euclidean space, i.e. Mk = {(x,y) e E2}. Let us denote
'.M = {Mk I k = 1 , 2, ... , Nmask} as the set of masks.
Within a mask, a connected point set o is bounded by a finite set of line
segments such that every extreme point of a segment is shared by
exactly two edges and no subset of edges has the same property. These
connected point sets, henceforth called zones, divide the mask in two
disjoint fields, dark and light. The set dark field, 0 = { ok I k ;;:: 1}
contains the regions to he mapped into the silicon layer structure if the
lithograpbic processing step uses positive image projection. On the
other hand, if negative image projection is employed, the regions of the
set light field, ö, are mapped into the silicon layer structure. Thus, one
can create a silicon layer structure by placing the masks on top of each
other, correctly aligned to establish a mask stack to he processed in
sequence.
Very much as in the case of actual silicon layer structures, state clauses
for any point (x,y) of a mask stack can he defined. Any mask of the
mask stack may at any point he either dark or light establishing
essentially two sets per mask. In addition let us use x as a don't care
notion. If l:artwork = {J.L(k) Ik ;;:: 1} is denoted as the set of state clauses
associated with the IC artwork, then with any point (x,y) e E2 there
exists a boolean cube Jl(x,y) as a vector of ''1'', "0" and x entries, where
''1'' stands for dark and "0" indicates light (in the case of positive image
projection). As in the case of technology state clauses, these new
clauses identify constituents of circuits as well.
Let 0 he the subset of all state clauses that identifies the set of
constituents of a circuit schematic. Assume some state clause J.l. e n.
Further assume a point (x,y) e E2 such that Jl(x,y) = J.L. In general J.l. will
he in a connected set of points where one can identify a maximal
connected set Q(J.L) corresponding to one of the constituents from the set
n. Such a set O(J.L) will he called a soft-structure.
In order to obtain consistency among the circuit schematic, the mask
stack, and the silicon layer structure, a correspondence between the set
of hard-structures I.tech, the set of soft structures l:artwork and the set of
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circuit constituents 'I' must he established. On one hand, this
consistency is established by proper definitions of the set 'P and the sets
I.tec11 and :Eartwork. The relation between I.tech and Lartwork is induced of
course by the proper interpretation of the effects of the processing steps
tk E

'T.

1.2 Modeling of Process Induced Spot Defects and Faults
Defects can he classified as local or global. The latter class concerns
disturbances that affect complete regions of a wafer, while the local
class concerns disturbances peculiar to only an IC. Spot defects are
local disturbances of the silicon layer structure caused by dust
particles, process variabilities, and other contaminations of the
fabrication equipment. The general assumption is that spot defects are
in essence random phenomena occurring with a certain stochastic
frequency and size, and a certain stochastic spatial distribution on the
wafers [46]. Spot defects have often been modeled as local disturbances
of one layer in the form of small round or square spots of excess or
missing material [39, 40].
Not all defects are due to lithograpbic processing steps. Some defects
arise from process variability such as incomplete step coverages.
Therefore, the way in which individual process steps are executed is of
critica! importance to the outcome ofthe IC. Each of these steps has its
own deviations or disturbances from the ideal process which could
contribute to physical changes in the structure of the IC, and thus,
create defects. Identifying the sourees of defect mechanisms, i.e. extra
spots of metal, missing spots of polysilicon, etc., is of importance to the
success of the final product, and to yield improvement. There are many
sourees of defect mechanisme. Appendix 1 presents only a small
summary of some sourees peculiar to their processing step and to
human and physical contamination [5, 31, 33, 70, 87].
\._

The spot defect semantic model presented in this section is meant to he
expressive enough to cover types of more complex character. Defects
may hit any combination of layers and on any layer they may he of any
shape, he it that in extremely complex shapes the model may become
difficult to handle.

Often enough defects reproduce the silicon layer structure of a hard·
structure yet cause a deviation of the shape of such structure. The

§1.2
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importanee of a defect is determined by the effect that it has on the
behavior of the IC, this effect is called a fault. A fault model !f maps
the set of altered hard-struetures, Rdef onto the fault class F,
!{: Rdef ~ F. The range of !fis thesetof fault types. Those fault types
are equivalenee classes of faults. They include an empty class referring
to a fault free state.
The empty fault class bas as its domain the set of hard-structures with
the property that the IC functional behavior is unaltered. Thls class of
hard-structures is approximately insensitive towards a given shape
deviation. Therefore the respective kind of defects is denoted as the
kind of benevolent defects. On the other hand, those defeets placed in
hard-structures which are assigned to nonempty fault classes are
denoted as catastrophic defects.
Defect mechanisms forspot defectsin hard-structures can be classi:fied
as protrusions, intrusions, and isolated spots. A protrusion defect, dP in
some layer ~ is an undesired active pattem defined as a connected set
of points (x,y,z) such that at least one such point intersects some active
pattem(s) in Li. An intrusion defect d1 insome structure layer Li is an
undesired inactive pattem defined as a connected set of points
intersecting some active pattem(s) of Li. An isolated spot defect ds in
some structure layer Li is a connected set of points such that no point of
~ intersects an active pattem of Lj. Fig. 1.2 illustrates these defect
mechanisms.

(c)

Figure 1.2. Types of defect mechanisms. (a) Intrusion defect. (b)
Protrusion defect. (c) Isolated defects.
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Protrusion and intrusion defects generated during process step ti
change the shape of active patterns in the same layer where they occur,
and may also have impact on some active patterns at different layers
processed at some alternate processing step, ti , j:J!:i. Isolated spot
defects do not have effect on active patterns in the layer where they
originate. Rather they may have effect on some active patterns in other
layers. In fact, an isolated spot defect changes the state clause at its
location. Thus, a paraaitic or even undefined circuit constituent may be
generated.
The notation of section L 1 allows to define defect mechanisms as an
additional set of multivalued state clauses. It may he necessary to
extend the set of values for the various coordinates of n. For instance,
an isolated spot defect in the thin oxide layer of an NMOS transistor
active gate area most likely will imply the presence of polysilicon in the
respective layer which in a correct structure would not appear. The
defect-free state clause, in a 4-layer structure, may he ro == (x, THOX,
POLY, OX) and the presence of the isolated spot would he indicated by
some clause, say, C'.Odefect = (x, POLY, x, x). The shape of the defect
would he captured by using the concept of a hard-structure.
To consider another example, assume the state clause for the presence
of just me tal in a 4-layer structure to he ro = (x, x, x, ME). Consider two
hard-structures R1 (ro) and R2 (ro) identifying two different wiring trees in
the metal layer. The state clause for a metal spot defect ó is of course
equal to ro. Assume some hard-structure O(ó) actually modeling the
defect. Then if R1 (ro) n O(ó):J!: 0 A R2 (ro) n O(ó) = 0, O(ó) acts as a
protrusion of R1 (ro) if D(ó) - (R 1 (ro) n O(ó)):J!: 0, otherwise ó is not a defect
because it is actually contained in the metal wire. lf however
R1 (ro) n O(ó):J!: 0
A
R2 (ro) n O(ó):J!: 0 , then the whole point set
R1 (ro) v D(o) v R2 (ro) shows a bridge between the two hard-structures.

1.3 Approaches to Yield Modeling
Silicon foundries usually handle circuit design and process
development as separate domains [41]. As a result, two different
orientations in VLSI did evolve, a system orientation and a process
orientation. System engineers visualize the VLSI design as a more or
less geometrical activity. Process engineers see the process
enhancements as the only means of improvements of performance.
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Therefore, yield improverneut bas to strengthen the weaknesses of both
parties and to create a "communication channel" between them.
Yield improverneut and estimation is not a task that can be achieved
through a "formula", or from one day to another. It is rather an
education that is acquired through previous experiences by avoiding
mistakes committed in the past, or simply by improving the quality of
previous processes and/or designs. Hence, the "yield improvement
tools" should help to visualize possible defects in order to take
appropriate corrective actions, and should also predict possible faults in
order to improve designs.
The essential needs of industry may be reflected in the following
questions:
1. What will be the technological problems of a new product given

the current processing conditions and manufacturing technology ?
2. What will be the wafer yield of the product ?
3. What can be done to enhance the robustness of the design, and
thus the product yield ?
Question one is based on the continuous use of Product Yield Monitors
(PYM). The objective of using these monitors is to replicate as close as
possible the geometrical features of the actual products in order to
foresee possible defects in the real production of the IC [7]. Question
two is essential for yield management since a bad yield bas a
significant impact on the IC cost. Finally, question three is the
implications of the previous ones, that is, to give a feedback about the
probieros to the process engineers and the designers, and to generate
solutions in order to increase the product yield.
Naturally, with the advent of new technologies and smaller resolution
features manufacturing yield is becoming a more important issue
[37, 45, 82]. This is especially the case when the IC is a new product for
which a design oriented yield modeling approach becomes a necessity
[42]. This approach considers the IC not as a "black box", but as the
union of geometrical features that are likely to be affected by defect
mechanisms. Yet, several tasks of yield modeling cannot be covered by
just studying the IC geometry. These tasks are the statistica!
characterization of the environmental conditions prevailing in the
manufacturing line, such as the characterization of defect density
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variations and defect size distributions to obtain area utilization
factors. Furthermore, increasing the levels of semiconductor
integration brings to attention topics such as the changes of the yield
associated with individual process steps like etching, metallization,
etc., or the spatial distribution oflocal deformations in the IC.,
Based on the rationale presented above, yield modeling can he split into
·two approaches: 1) A macro-model that deals with wafers as an entity,
such as to discover defect density variations, clustering, and random
and systematic sourees ofyield loss, among others [6,34,47,55,68,69].
, 2) A micro-model dealing with the IC as an entity. In this approach,
yield prediction is basedon a characterization ofthe design's sensitivity
to spot defects. The work presented in this thesis is devoted to the
micro-approach.
I

Yield modeling has evolved from simple analytica! formulae to complex
full simulations [9, 36, 79]. In this long trajectory, evolution is seen
from empirica! formulae, to formulae based on statistica! data, to
simple CAD based analyses, to full Monte Carlo simulations. Each
improvement is seen in the way that the models ~pe with more and
more features to improve their accuracy. These features are shown in
Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Features in yield models

Feature
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

Type
IC area
Defect density
Spatial distri bution of defects on wafers
Defect size distributions
Global disturbances on the wafers
Layout information
Technological process information

Next to the desired accuracy, modern approaches try to provide more
information, not only to predict yield, but also to infer the reasons of
yield loss [38, 73]. Yield models can he characterized according to their
fidelity, complexity, and dimensionality [36]. By fidelity is meant the
accuracy in predicting yield compared to actual data. Complexity is the
accuracy in descrihing the physical phenomena causing yield losses.
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Dimensionality is the number of features used in the model. These
three characteristics are closely related. Obviously, as the
dimensionality increases, more complex phenomena are taken into
account, a fact that is reflected in a better fidelity ofthe model.
Though models with a higher dimensionality have the best fidelity,
simpler models can he used as well. If one is interested in observing the
effect of defects in the behavior of the IC such that efficient procedures
for testing can he developed, or if there is a need to infer about the
reasons of yield loss, then obviously the choice is a model with a high
dimensionality heavily relying on CAD procedures. Yet if the interest
lies in having a "number" that can indicate the current and future yield
trends of a product, a simpler analytica! model suffices. Notice
however, that in order to apply an analytica! model efficiently, and also
to obtain realistic results, it is necessary to consider the features
previously mentioned. The claim here is that analytica! formulae have
to rely on CAD approaches. Therefore, the previous features can he
grouped in such a way that both CAD and analytica! approaches can he
combined and at the same time he independent of each other. For
instance, analytica! formulae can consider features 1 to 5 while CAD
approaches features 5, 6 and 7. This leads to the following partitioning
oftasks
i)

CAD approaches dealing with geometrical features of layouts and
with recipes of the manufacturing process,

ü) Analytica! approaches dealing with the statistica! characterization

ofdefects.
CAD approaches should then tackle tasks as the localization of "critica!
areas" in the layout where defects can have a catastrophic impact on
the functional behavior of the design, and also tasks as simulations of
processing steps, i.e. etching, alignment, etc. On the other hand,
analytica!
approaches
should
concentrate
on
statistica!
characterizations of defect density variations, spatial distributions of
defects, quality control of processing steps, etc.
' /

1.3.1 Brief overview of bistorical yield models
The commencement of yield modeling dates back to 1960 [9, 79] when a
binomial model, and subsequent derivations, were proposed to evaluate
the yield of transistors [26, 65, 91]. This model can he expressedas
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where Ndet is the number of defects in an area A,0 , and Awater is the total
area. The weakness of this model is twofold. First the defect density
per wafer is assumed to be constant over a set of wafers, a situation
which is rarely observed in real manufacturing environments
[18, 24, 25, 77, 92]. And second the spatial distribution of defects over
some wafer is considered to be upiform, whereas in real production
lines clustering of defects is observed especially at the edges of the
wafer [17, 75, 78, 80, 81].
Since the number of defects per unit area, or defect density, varies from
wafer to wafer, from IC to IC, and even from run to run, a new model
was proposed: [48]

..

Yield = Je-A1c 0f(D)d0

(1.5)

0

where Dis a defect density, and f(D) a probability distribution function
reprasenting the variation in defect densities. This defect density
distribution is known as a "compounder". The goal ofthe compounderis
to describe as close as possible the defect density variations among and
within wafers. Several types of compounders can be used, Murphy
employed a uniform and a triangular probability distribution function,
yet the predicted yield was still pessimistic. Seeds [66] conjectured that
high yields observed for blocks of two, four, etc., chips in a wafer were
caused by large populations of low defect densities and small
populations of high defect densities, therefore he used an exponential
defect density distribution which results in the following yield
expression
Yield =

---=-

(1.6)

1 + AtcD

where i5 is the average defect density. Despite the curves of the
previous distribution functions could he shaped according to the mean
and standard deviation of the distribution of defects, the yield model
does not allow any adjustment for statistica! analysis. Although the
formula is appealing because of its simplicity the predicted yield is
optimistic [79].
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In 1972 an Erlang distrihution was proposedas the compounder [51].
The reasons for using this distrihution were that it can capture the
characteristics of the exponential, heil shaped, and the delta
distrihutions, which are good estimates for f(D), hy adjusting only one
parameter. Also the use of an equivalent average defect density fits
actual data well. The parameter in this yield model must he an integer
related to the numher of process steps. However, in a technology with
many process steps the parameter does not longer help to fit data well.
Rather than using an Erlang distrihution, Stapper [72] used a gamma
distrihution which results in the following model known as the
"negative hinomial yield model"
1

Yield = Y0

A~eD

(1.7)

(1 +--)a
Cl

where Y0 denotes the gross cluster yield. This parameter is required
hecause of localized defect clusters which are usually ohserved in
semiconductor processes [73]. The entity a is a parameter related to
the coefficient of varlation of the gamma distrihution. The coefficient of
varlation is a rational numher greater than zero usually associated
with the clustering of defects. Furthermore, it can he realized that the
gamma distrihution can emulate the distrihutions mentioned ahove hy
just selecting appropriate values of a, and also that a is independent of
the number of process steps.
Ohviously not the entire area of the IC is sensitive to defects, and even
more, the sensitive area varles from design to design. By sensitive, or
critical, area is meant the area such that if the center of defect is placed
there an incorrect IC hehavior occurs. Therefore it is necessary to take
into account the defect-sensitivity of the design in order to have more
accurate results for yield prediction [14, 15]. The defect-sensitivity is
defined as the ratio of the total critical area to the total IC area. This
figure of merit is ohtained as follows
Sensitivity(ö) =

A~it(ö)

(1.8)

IC

where ö is the defect size, and Äcrit represents the total critica! area.
Since the prohahility of occurrence of defects of different sizes is not
constant, the prohahility q, that the IC will have a fault depends upon a
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defect size distribution as it is indicated in the following formula, [16]
m.ax

• = J Sensitivity(ö) Dsize(Ö) dö

(1.9)

min

Here min and max are the smallestand la.rgest defect size respectively,
and Dsize(ö) is the defect size distribution.
The semiconductor yield is the probability of manufacturing devices
without faults. If the IC probability of failure is known, yield can be
predicted as well. By incorporating eq. 1.9 in eq. 1.7 a new mod.elwhich
bas a better fidelity is obtained. This model is expressed as
1

V= Y0
(1 +

(1.10)

Ale~ )a
a

Obviously the fabrication of ICs requires a long sequence of process
steps, each having the potential to introduce different types of defects.
Therefore, the fidelity of the previous models can be improved by
relating the yield to the number of defect mechanisms found in each
processing step [28, 49]. For instance, formula 1.10 can be transformed
into
(1.11)

where the index i distinguishes the distinct defect mechanisms.
The impact of CAD shows up in calculating the defect-sensitivity of
designs as this is a very laborious task to be performed by hand.
Several existing approaches to yield modeling are based on CAD
extractions of critical areas combined with some analytica! formulae
[32, 60]. However, these systems are based on extraelions of single
layer critica! areas. The extractions neglect relationships between
layers, a fact which can result in inaccuracies of the predicted yield.
One way of avoiding this shortcoming is by performing Monte Carlo
yield simulations [89, 90]. In essence, Monte Carlo yield simulations
place defects on the IC and then analyze their effect. For each iteration
of the Monte Carlo loop a defect is positioned on the layout, then the
defective IC circuit is extracted and compared to the defect free circuit
to determine possible IC functional faults. As this is a very expensive
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procedure, an analytica! approach that makes use of a simplified
concept of multi-layer critica! areas was developed [8]. This approach
comprises a hierarchical model for defect statistica descrihing defect
characteristics at different layout levels. It employs strict analytica!
methods to find the failure probability of simple layout patterns which
in turn are used to calculate the failure probability of complex layout
patterns in a hierarchical style.
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For a long time layout verification has been confined mainly to validate
the design rules imposed by the fabrication process. However, as
processes mature and advance to smaller resolution features other
forms of layout verification become imperative. In the past, external
contaminants that could lead to defective layouts were not relevant and
in most cases not taken into account. Nowadays their significanee is
crucial to the successful manufacturing of the chip even though there is
a precise control of the line features. One such form of layout
verification is to predict the robustness of the artwork in real
manufacturing environments by carrying out a design's defectsensitivity analysis.
IC sensitivity tospot defectsis studied by extracting the "critical areas"
from layouts. Roughly speaking, a critica[ point in the layout is a point
such that if a spot defect is centered there a malfunction in the respective
circuit arises. Critical are as are open connected sets of critical points.
[30, 74, 76] They naturally depend on the layout geometry and on the
defect size involved. Thus, the defect-sensitivity of a design is obtained
as the ratio of the total critical area to the totallayout area.
The original concept of critical areas appeared in the late 60's at the
facilities of IBM Yorktown where initial attempts to evaluate spot
defects in FET memories were done [79]. lt was not until 1983 that
this concept was presented in the literature [74], and in the same year
that a simple geometrical method to extract critical areas from complex
layouts appeared [43].
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This chapter is aimed at presenting a formal theory to compute critical
areas [56]. The theory is based on a new concept of "susceptible sites"
which then is used to compute the critica! areas for a whole set of
points in a given domain of defect sizes. An overview establishing a
taxonomy for defect-sensitivity models is presented as well.

2.1 Taxonomy of Defect-Sensitivity Models
Very much as in the case of Flynn's taxonomy of computer
architectures [19] one can classify the computational models of defect's
effects on an IC. The classification is based on the effect of defects in
patterns of established silicon layer structures. These effects are
denoted as failure primitives. Furthermore, these failure primitives are
grouped into two classes, intersections and covers. The intersections
comprise defects affecting patterns of the same layer where they
originated from while the covers concern defects affecting patterns of
other layers than those of their layer of origin, see Fig. 2.1. Among the
intersection class the failure primitives are the following
Bridges

Cuts
Failure
Primitives

Overlaps
Pi les

Figure 2.1. Taxonomy of failure primitives

• Bridges. Two or more active patterns, 8k c

Li, k

= 1,2,3, .. , joined by

one protrusion defect in the same layer.
• Cuts. One or more patterns, 8k c '-i, k = 1,2, ... , cut by an intrusion
defect in the same layer.
The cover class comprises

• Overlaps. One or more patterns, 8k c Li , k = 1,2, ... , intersected by a
spot defect, protrusion or isolated type, of some other layer different
from '-i·
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• Piles. An undesired layer in a silicon layer structure caused by an
isolated spot defect. For instance, given the state clause
fl=(L1tl2,La, ... ,Ln), the state clause ~.t'=(L1t'-s,L2 ,La, ... ,Ln)
represents the undesired layer between L1 and L2 •
These failure primitives can further be abstracted to faults at the
transistor level, gate level, and system level [10, 13, 20, 86].
Flynn's taxonomy classifies computer architectures according to the
presence of single or multiple streams of instructions and data.
Analogously, this taxonomy classifies models of defect sensitivity
according to the presence of single or multiple failure primitives,
induced by single or multiple spot defects, on single or multiple layers.
This classification yields two categones of defect susceptibility in
silicon layers, namely, a sequential class and a concurrent class. The
sequentia! class deals with defects causing only one type of failure
primitive, while the concurrent class deals with defects causing more
than one distinct failure primitive type at a time. For instance, a spot
defect can introduce a bridge and a cut simultaneously.
With the two classes it is also possible to group defects according to
their nature. The nature of a defect is determined by two features,
namely the number of defects simultanously occurring and the number
of layers involved. This classification yields four categories, see Fig.
2.2, namely:

SDSL
Defect-Sensitivity
ModeIs

SDML
MDSL
MDML

Concurrent

Figure 2.2. Taxonomy of defect-sensitivity models
SDSL (Single Defect Single Layer) In these models one defect at a time is
modeled in one layer of the silicon layer structure. The models
ignore the electrical significanee of relationships among layers, as is
the case with transistors, vias, etc. Due to this restriction, the only
failure primitives that can be meaningfully applied in this category
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are bridges and cuts.
SDML (Single Defect Multiple Layers) In this category fall the models
that consider the isolated effect of one defect on the entire silicon
layer structure. For instanee in a ditfusion-metal via, intrusion
defects of metal and diffusion, and isolated defects of e,ctra oxide in
the hole of the via cause the same electrical fault which is a break in
the respective node. This way of modeling allows to compute critica! .
areas for silicon layer structures rather than for simple pattems.
MDSL (Multiple Defect Single Layer) The simultaneous effects of one or
more defects, placed on one layer and possibly occurring at the same
place, are modeled through the whole silicon layer structure. These
models consider the concurrent effect of defects that originate in the
same place. As an example assume a protrusion and an intrusion
defect in some layer Lj both occurring at the same place such that no
electrical fault is formed.
MDML (Multiple Defects Multiple Layers) The effect of one or more
defects, simultaneously occurring in more than one layer and
possibly occurring at the same place, is modeled through the entire
silicon layer structure. These models consider the concurrent effects
of defects in more than one layer. Consider for instanee a spot of
missing thick oxide and a spot of missing polysilicon, in a poly-metal
crossing, both occurring at the same place, such that their net effect
is canceled.
The critical areas that will be developed through the rest of this
chapter are for sequentia! models.

2.2 Theoretica! Foundation of. Critica! Areas
lt is difficult to model the exact shape of defects since in reality they
are rough-edged splotches. However, through this dissertation defects
will be modeled as square shaped objects. This approximation is
sufficiently correct, and furthermore it can be proved that it implies
very simple and fast algorithms.

Before going into details, some definitions which will be used frequently
through this section will be introduced first. Let (pos(a) ; l(a) , r(a)),
(pos(!)) ; 1((3) , r(l))), be two horizontal line segments a, and (3, with
ordinate pos having I and rastheir leftand right abscissae. Both line
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segments, a and IJ, are comparable at abscissa x if there exists a vertical
line that intersacts them. The relation above at x is defined as: a above
13 at x if a and 13 are comparable at x and pos(a) > pos(!}) [62].
Analogously one says that 13 is below a. Two more functions are
defined, x(p) and y(p), which return the x and y coordinates of a point p,
respectively.
The explanations to follow are for horizontal line segments and are
restricted only to paraxiallayouts.
2.2.1 Susceptible sites
Susceptible sites are subsets of active and inactive pattems which
provide indications of defect susceptibility of sections of silicon layer
structures. Susceptible sites are always related to" one separately
defined defect mechanism. To consider an example, ä.ssume three non
intersecting parallel active patterns; let two of these patterns be
polysilicon and also let them be adjacent to each other; let the third
active pattem be metal. Then, the inactive pattem between the two
polysilicon pattems is a susceptible site for protrusion defects of
polysilicon, but the inactive pattem between the roetal and polysilicon
pattems is not a susceptible site for protrusion defects of me tal, nor is
it for protrusion defects of polysilicon. Analogously, the polysilicon
active patterns are susceptible sites for intrusion defects of polysilicon
but not for defects of metal.

Let us formalize now the construction of susceptible sites. Assume
three closed connected point sets A, B, and C as shown in Fig. 2.3a.

a4

B

(a)

( b)

Figure 2.3. (a) Three connected point sets. (b) Susceptible sites.
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Let a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and <l.4 be four horizontalline segments of A. Let also
P1 and P2 , and y1 and 'Y2 be the horizontalline segments of B and C,
respectively. Take any two comparable line segments of the same
closed' connected point set such as a 1 and aa. Then, in Fig. 2.3b the
open rectangle S1 with corner points ( 81 , ~ ) is called a vertical
internallateral susceptible site, where
81 = (max(l( a 3 ),I( a 1 )),min(po8( aa ),pos( a 1 )))
(2.l)
{ 82 = (min(r( a3 ),r( a 1 )),max(po8( aa ),pos( a 1 )))
Take now any two non-comparable line segments of the same connected
point set such that the interlor of the point set lies above one of the line
segments and below the other one, i.e. aa and a 2 . Then in Fig. 2.3b
the open rectangle S4 ( aa , a 2 ) with corner points ( r1 , r2 ) is called an
internal corner susceptible site, where
r1 = (min(r( a 3 ),r( a2 )),min(pos( a3 ),pos( a2 )))
(2.2)
{ r2 = (max(l( a3 ),1( a 2 )),max(po8( a 3 ),pos( <X2)))
Similarly, two kinds of susceptible sites between different connected
point sets are identified. However these sites are defined as a function
of their associated internal ones. Take any two internal lateral
susceptible sites such that their line segments are comparable, for
instanee S1 = ( s 1 , s2 ) and ~ = ( s 1 ', 82 ') in Fig. 2.3b. Then, in the
same figure, the open rectangle E1 ( S 1 , ~ ) with corner points ( t1 , t2 )
is denoted as a vertical externallateralsusceptible site, where
t1 = (max(x( 81 ),x( s 1 ')),min(y( s2 ),y( 82 ')))
(2.3)
{ t2 = (min(x( s 2 ),x( s2 ')),max(y( s 1 ),y( s 1 ')))
External corner susceptible sites are established from any two internal
lateral sites belonging to different closed connected point sets such that
no line segment of one internal susceptible site is camparabie to any
line segment of the other internal susceptible site. Consider the
internal susceptible sites S1 . = ( 81 , 82 ) and S3 = ( q1 , Q2 ) of Fig. 2.3b,
then the external corner susceptible site E2( S 1 , ·Sa ), with corner points
(v1 , v2} is formed as follows
v1 = (min(x( s2 ),x( Q2 )),min(y( s2 ),y( Q2 )))
(2.4)
{ v2 = (max(x( s 1 ),x( q1 )), max(y( s 1 ), y( q1 )))
The magnitude of a vertical susceptible site S = ( s 1 , s2 ) is defined as
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2.2.2 Critical regions and areas
A critical region is an open connected point set constructed for a defect
(of size ö), such that if the center of that defect is placed anywhere on
this region, the defect is catastrophic. Critical regions are directly
constructed from susceptible sites. Naturally, they are a function ofthe
defect size and of the defect mechanism.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4. (a) Three hard-structures. (b) Different defect sizes to
form a bridge and a paraaitic transistor
Since the electrical significanee of layer interrelationships is of crucial
importance to determine whether a hard-stroeture is catastrophically
affected by spot defects, a failure criterion, specific to the hardstructure, must he introduced. The failure criterion is a bound defined
as a rational number. It determines the size of the intersection between
defect and pattem typical for some defect type. A defect is catastrophic
if the size exceeds the bound. To consider an example, assume the state
clauses f.1 and ro for the presence of poly and diffusion, in a 4-layer
structure. Let these clauses he f.1= (SUBSTRATE,OXIDE,POLY,x) and
ro = (DIFFUSION,OXIDE,OXIDE,x), respectively. Consider three hardstructures R1(f.1), R2 (f.1), and R3 (ro) identifying two wires of poly and one
of diffusion, each one of them of width w and spaeed a distance s apart
of each other, as depicted in Fig. 2.4(a). Consider now the presence of a
protrusion defect in the poly layer. While a minimum defect size ö can
introduce a bridge between R1 (f.1) and R2 (f.1), the samedefect size bas no
effect between R2 (f.1) and R3 (ro). However, if the defect size were at least
ö + w a parasitic transistor could have been formed, see Fig. 2.4(b). In
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this last situation w represents the failure criterion of R3 (ro) due to
protrusion defects originating in the poly layer. Summarizing, a failure
criterion depends on the defect mechanism, on the state clause, and on
the géometrical situation of the hard-structure involved in the defect
mechanism.
9
8 corner critical
7
6

5
lateral critical region

4

3
2

B

1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011

Figure 2.5. Creation of critical regions from susceptible sites. The
corner critica! region is created for a defect size of 3 units,
the lateral critica! region for a defect size of 3.5 units.
Let us first formalize the notion of critical regions. Assume now a
lateral susceptible site, either internal or external. Take for instanee
the external susceptible site E1 ( 5 1 , 5 2 ) = ( t 1 , t2 ) of Fig. 2.3b. Assume
now that we have a defect of size ó. Then, a vertical lateral critical
region Ciat(Ö) is established only if
ö

y( t2 ) - ( 2

+ <I>s 1 ) s; y( t1 ) + (2ö + <I>s2 )

(2.6)

where <I>s, and <I>s2 are the failure criteria of the hard-structures
associated to the susceptible site E1 ( 5 1 , 52 ). If the susceptible site
were of an internal type, then <I>s 1 = <I>~ because there is only one
susceptible site. Ciat(Ö) is in fact an open rectangle with corner points
(u 1 ,u2 ), see Fig. 2.5, given as
u1 = (x(t,)-

ó
(2
+ f),

u2 = (x(t2) + (

ö

2

y(t2)-

ó
(2
+ <I>s

+ f), y(t1) + ó
2

1 ))

(2.7}
+<I>~))
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where f is an additional horizontal extension of the critical region that
is dependent on the failure criterion. This extension is denoted as the
"end-effect" of the critical region. It appears in cases when the defect's
edge can he located some distance f away of the pattern, without having
to physically interseet it, and still he catastrophic.
Corner critical regions are obtained from corner susceptible sites. As
with lateral regions, whether the site is external or internal is of no
relevance. Take for instanee E2 ( S1 , Sa)= (v1.v2) in Fig. 2.3b. The
corner critical region is established if the following condition is satisfted
0

0

(y(v2) - ( 2 + 4>s 1 ) s; y(v1 ) + (2 + 4>s3 ))

"

(2.8)

0

ö

(x(v2)- ( 2 + 4>s1 ) s; x(v1) + <2 + cl>5a})

where 4>s1 and cl>5a are the failure criteria of the associated hardstructure(s) of E2 • Also, if E2 were an internal susceptible site,
4>s 1 = 4>s3 • Then, the open rectangle Ccor{o), of Fig. 2.5, with corner
points (o 1 ,o2 ) deftnes the corner critica! region, where
0
0
01 = (x(v2)- <2 + 4>Sa),y(v2)-

0

<2 + cl>5a))
0

o2 = (x(v1) + ( 2 + 4>s1 ),y(v1) +
+ cl>s1 ))
2

(2.9)

The area enclosed in a critical region is called the critical area. Given n
lateral critica} regions and m corner critical regions, the total critica!
area for a defect size ö is obtained as
Critica! Area= area(

u

1sisn

Clat(Ö)i v

u

Ccor(Ö)j )

(2.10)

1sjsm

where area(A) is a function computing the area of a given closed point
set A according to the Euclidean metric.

2.8 Geometrical Proof of the Construction of Critica!
Regions
It has been shown that critica! regions can he found geometrically [43].
Under this approach critical regions for bridges are found by expanding
each pattern by an amount equal to half the defect size, and then by
checking if the expansions intersect. If so, then the (amount of)
intersection corresponds to the critica! region between the patterns. In
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the case of critica! regions for cuts every pattem is shrunk hy half the
defect size, and a critical region is established only, when on shrinking,
parallel edges of the same region pass over each other. This solution is
formally postulated, for failure criteria equal to zero, hy:

Algorithm 2.1. Geometrical construction of critica! ~egions
foreach (Li e L) {
n=I~I.Jiic~

foreach (~ e ~) {
Biseet all the angles of ak. Move the edges outwards by a distanee 0.5 awhile
keepi'1a all vertices in the original angle biseetors. Denote this new point set
as a~" ge.
Biseet all the angles of ak. Move the vertical (horizontal) edges inwards and
the horizontal (vertieal) edges outwards by a distanee o.sa while keeping all
vertices in the original angle biseetors. Denote this new point set as a~1 •
}
I* form eritical regions *I
cbridge(Ö) =

u

(a~ridge 11 arridge)

t!>k<j:>n

Ccut(Ö) = U (a~ 1 )
t!>ksn

I* eompute eritieal areas *I
Critica! AreBbridges = area(Cbndge(ö))
Critica! Areacuts = area(Ccut(ö)).

The ahove solution has for hridges a quadratic time complexity in
terms of n, and thus it is computationally prohihitive for very large
layouts. Also, the shrinkage-expansion operations imply that a layout
extraction has to he executed for each defect size. An important
shortcoming of this method is that critica! regions are directly derived
from the point sets rather than from the susceptible sites. This action
hinders the use of failure criteria hecause for any susceptible site a
separate value for <I> can he defined. That is, there may he different
values of <I> for different portions of some pointset ~· Hence, for the
same defect size some critical regions cannot he established for defects
inducing failure primitives such as covers and piles using the
shrinkage-expansion techniq ue.
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Since susceptible sites are subsets of pattems and critica! regions are
derived directly from susceptible sites, only a single layout extraction
is needed for any span of defect sizes. Therefore, the problem is reduced
to determine subsets constituting the critica! regions from the
susceptible sites for any given defect size. Furthermore, by using
susceptible sites failure primitives such as piles and covers can he
analyzed as well.
The following four theorems prove that all the critica! regions obtained
from algorithm 2.1 can he obtained as well using the concept of
susceptible sitesfora failure criterion equal to zero. Theorems 2.1 and
2.2 prove that all the points contained in any corner critica} region, Ccor.
and in any lateral critica! region, Ciat• are contained in the point set
Cbridge of algorithm 2.1. Similarly, theorem 2.3 demonstrates that all
the points of any a~ridge are included in one or more Ciat and Ccor· Finally,
theorem 2.4 shows that all the critica! regions obtained from
susceptible sites are all the critica! regions obtained from algorithm
2.1.

Theorem 2.1 lf for given a defect size ö, Ciat(Ö} is a critica! region
obtained from an extemal lateral susceptible site, then
Ciat(Ö} C

Cbridge(Ö}.

A

A

E

l

ex

b
~bridge

............

!

C2J

!Cl
exbridge

i
a
B

(a)

13

exbridge
Oat
B

( b)

Figure 2.6. Theorem 2.1. (a) Susceptible Sites. (b) Extracted Critica}
Regions
Proof: Without loss of generality assume two connected point sets A
and B, and one externallateral susceptible site E = (a,b), as depicted
in Fig. 2.6. Let a and (3 be two line segments in the boundary of A
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and B, respectively, such that a is above ~. Let abridge and ~bridge be
two expanded line segments, of A and B, respectively. From
algorithm 2.1, if (pos(abridge) s: pos(~bridge) then the rectangular open
section, Cap, between abridge and ~bridge has corner points (c1 ,c2 ) given
as c1

= .(max(l(a) , I(~))

-

: , pos(a)- : ),

c2

=

(min(r(a) , r(~)) +

:,pos(~)+ ~ ). From the definition of critica! regions, Clat(~) =(c'1 ,c'2)
is directly derived from E according to eq. 2.7. It can be observed that
c1 = c'1 , and that x(c'2 ) > X(C2) "Y(C2) = y(c'2 ), from which it follows that
Ciat(~) c Cap. Since Cap c Cbridge(Ö) it follows that C~a~(~) c Cmidge(Ö).
0

Theorem 2.2 If for a given defect size ö, Cèor(~) is a critica! region
obtained from a corner susceptible site, then COOr(~) c Cbridge(Ö).
Proof: Let a and ~ be the horizontal line segments, of any two point
sets A and B, respectively. Assume that r((l) < l(a) and pos(a) >pos(~).
Let us denote abridge and ~bridge as the corresponding expanded line
segments, according to algorithm 2.1, for a defect of size ö. If
pos(abridge) < pos(~bridge)" r(~bridge) > l(abridge), then the rectangular open
section Cap between abrldge "~bridge has corner points (d 1 ,d2 ) given as
s
s
ö
ö
d 1 = (I( a) From the
2 , pos(a) - 2 ), d2 = (r(~) + 2 , pos(~) + 2
definition of corner critical regions it can be noticed that (d 1 ,d2 ) is
equivalent to the corner points given in eq. 2.9. Since Cap c Cbridge(Ö)
it follows that Cèor(~) c cbridge(Ö).
0

Theorem 2.8 lf for a given defect size ö, an open rectangular section
Ca~ is established from any two abridge and ~bridge, according to
algorithm 2.1, then there exist one or more lateral critica! regions
Ciat(~)l and corner critica} regions Cèor(~)j such that u Clat(~)i
i
U

U Cèor(~)j =Ca~·

i

Proof: Without loss of generality assume three closed connected point
sets A, B, and C as shown in Fig. 2.7. Let a,~. and y, be three maximal
line segments in the boundary of A, B, and C, respectively. Let also a
be above ~. pos(a) > pos(y)" pos(y) =pos(~), and r(y) < 1(~). Let E1 = (a,b),
E2 = (a',b'), and E3 = (a",b") be two lateral and one corner susceptible
sites obtained from the point sets, respectively. Let the point set Ca!J
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CJ

A

C "

C

C2'

r-~---i····-·:
L- _! _____ .J. •••••• !

rr=•t l.·__

s__......

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.7. Theorem 2.3. (a) Three connected point sets. (b) Extracted
Critica! Regions
he expressed by the corner points d 1 = (l(a) -

~

, pos(a) -

d2 = (r(a) + : , pos(~)+ : ). Now, the corner critica} region
obtained from E3 , has corner points C"t

= (x(b")- ~

I

~)

and

Ccor(~),

y(b")- :} and

c"2 = (x(a") + ~ y(a") + ~ ). Similarly, the lateral critica! regions
Ct (ö) and C2(ö), obtained from Et and E2 have corner points Ct = (x(a) I

a
a
2 , y(b) - 2

and

~

= (x(b) + 2a , y(a) + 2a ), and c't =(x(a), - 2a , y(b') -

: ) and c'2 = (x(b') + : , y(a') + : ), respectively. It can be seen that
y(c2) = y(c'2) = y(c"2) = y(d2) "y(ct) = y(c't) = y(c"t) = y(d1) and that
x(c"1) s x(c1) s x(c"2),
x(c1) s x(c'1 ) s x(c2),
x(c'2) >x(~).
Since
x(c"t) = x(d 1 ) "x(c'2) = x(d 2 ), the theorem holds.
D

Theorem 2.4 Let n be the number of critica! regions Ciati(ö) and m be
the number of critica! regions Ccori(ö) obtained from lateral and corner
susceptible
sites
for
bridges,
respectively,
then
( U Ciat(~)i V U Ccor(~)j ) = Cbridge(Ö).
1~i~n

1~j~m

Proo(: The theorem holds from the proofs oftheorems 1, 2, and 3.
0
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The following two theorema examine some properties of critica! regions.
These theorema essentially demonstrata that some critica! regions are
enclosed in others. Theorem 2.5 demonstratas that if a corner
susceptible site is completely contained by another corner susceptible
site, then the critica! region obtained from the contained susceptible
site encloses the critica} region of the external one. Theorem 2.6
demonstrates the same case but for lateral susceptible sites.

Theorem 2.6 Let E1 and E2 be two corner susceptible sites, and C1 (l;)
and C2 (ö) their corresponding critica! regions for a defect size a,
respectively. lfE 1 c E2 then C2 (ö) c Ct(ö).

(a )

( b)

Figure 2.8. Theorem 2.5. (a) Susceptible Sites. (b) Extracted Critica!
Regions
Proof: Assume three closed connected point sets A, B, and C, as
depicted in Fig. 2.8. Let a, p, and y be three maximal horizontalline
segments of A, B, and C, respectively, such that the interlor of A is
above a, the interlor of B is below p and the interlor of C is below y.

Assume also that a and j), and a and y are diagonally neighboring in
the following order r(cx) < l(j)) < r(j)) < l(y) < r(y), and pos(a) >
pos(!})~ pos(y). Let E1 (A,B) and E2 (A,C), be the corresponding corner
susceptible sites given by the corner points (q 1 ,q2 ) and (r1 ,r2 ),
respectively, expressed as: q1 = (r(a) , pos(!})), q2 = (l(j3) , pos(a)),
r1 = (r(cx) , pos(y)), r2 = (l(y) , pos(ex)). lf a defect of size a~ max( ll(y)r(a) I , I pos(a) - pos(y) I) is placed in such a form that it affects the
three connected point sets simultaneously, then the critica! regions
C1(ö) With corner points (u1,u2), and C2(ö) with corner points (vh v2),
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that are obtained from El(A,B) and E2 (A,B), respectively, are given by
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö

2 , pos(a) - 2 ), u 2 = (r(a)
ö
ö
- ), v2 = (r(a) +
2 , pos(y)
2

u 1 =(I(~)

pos(a)

-

2 , pos(~) + 2), v1 = (l(y) - 2,
ö
+ ). It can he seen that the
2

+

abscissa of u1 is smaller than the one of v1 , and also that the
coordinates ofu2 ;;::: v2 , from which it follows that C2 (ö) c C1 (ö).
D

Theorem 2.6 Let A, B and C he three closed connected point sets, such

that A and B, as well as B and C, are vertical neighbors, as depicted in
Fig. 2.9. Let E(A,B), E(B,C), and E(A,C) he their corresponding
susceptible sites, respectively. Let also E'(A,B) c E(A,B), E'(B,C)
c E(B,C), and E'(A,C) c E(A,C) he the largest three rectangular open
point sets with the characterlstic that they share the same left and
rlght coordinates. Assume that a defect of size ö is placed. Let CAs(ö),
Csc(ö), and CAc(ö) he the corresponding subsets of crltical regions of
C'As(ö), C'sc(ö), and C'Ac(ö), respectively, obtained in the same
manner as indicated in the definition of crltical regions. Then
CAc(ö) c (CAs(ö)u Csc(ö)).

-;---

A

CAB

(a )

E'(A,C)

( b)

Figure 2.9. Theorem 2.6. (a) Susceptible Sites. (b) Extracted Crltical
Regions
Proof: Let a,~. ~~.and y he four maximal horlzontalline segmentsof A,
B, and C, respectively, such that the interlor of A is below a, the
interlor of Bis above ~ and below ~. and the interlor of C is above y.
Suppose also that the four line segments are comparable at a closed
interval [a,b] of the domain of points of the abscissae. Assume that
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the following order is imposed pos(a) < pos(p) < pos([V) < pos(y). Let
(q1 ,q2), (r1 ,r2), and (s 1,s2) he the corner points of the lateral
susceptible sites E'(A,B), E'(B,C), and E'(A,C), respectively, expressed
as q 1 = (a , pos(a)), Q2 = (b , pos(p)), r1 = (a , pos([V)), r2 = (b , pos('Y)),
s 1 =(a , pos(a)), s 2 = (b , pos('Y)). Assume that a defect of size
ö ~ I pos('Y) - pos(a) I is placed in such a form that it affects the three
connected point sets simultaneously, then the critical regions CAs(ö)
with corner points (u 1 ,u2 ), Csc(ö) with corner points (v1 , v2 ), and CAc(ö)
with corner points (w1 ,w2 ), obtained from the susceptible sites E'(A,B),
E'(B,C), E'(A,C), respectively, are given by u1 =(a- ~ , pos(p) - ~ ),
ö
ö
ö
. ö
ö
2 , pos(a) + 2 ), v 1 =(a- 2 , pos(y) - 2 ), v2 = (b + 2 ,pos([V)
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
+ ), w1 =(a2 ,pos(y) - 2 ), w 2 = (b + 2 , pos(a) + 2 ). We can
2

u2 = (b +

notice that w 1 = v 1 and w 2 = u2 ; since the bottorn coordinates ofu 1 and
u2 are smaller than v1 and v2 , respectively, it follows that
CAc(ö) c (CAs(ö)u Csc(ö)). This property of the critical regions is
known as the proximity effect [76].
0

Chapter3
Single Defect Single Layer (SDSL) Model

A novel metbod to asses detenninistically the sensitivity of layouts to
spot defects is presented in this chapter [56, 57]. The models for
catastrophic faults considered are unintended bridges and unintended
cuts related to patterns in one layer. The classica! prototype of this
construction,in the case of bridges, consists of three steps (see also
chapter 2): (1) Extend all patterns by half the defect size; (2) Compute
all the mutual intersections of the extended patterns; (3) Compute the
area of the union of all intersections. Applying the scanline principle
and assuming N line segments of the original mask patterns leads to
an algorithm with asymptotic complexity N2 IogN 2 , a bound which is
sharp in particular for large defect sizes. Our approach, based on the
new concept of "susceptible sites" reduces this complexity to NlogN.
Moreover, only two scans are necessary to extract all"susceptible sites"
which then are used to compute the "critica! areas" for a whole set of
points in a domain of defect sizes. Under a UNIX-C environment an
implementation bas been created which actually exhibits the
theoretically predicted gain in speed. Complex layouts can he analyzed
under interactive operating conditions on standard workstations.
Prior to this method, critica! area extractions have been based on
approximations, on layout simplifications, or on Monte Carlo statistica!
simulations. Due to the complexity of the layouts, several approaches
derive a "layout image" to avoid the real extraction and computation of
the critica! areas. This is the case with the concepts of "virtuallayouts"
[39] and "equivalent layouts" [8]. These layout images are composed of
parallel lines which represent statistically the width, length, and
spacing of all the patterns of the actual layout. The approach cannot
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point out the critica! regions in the real layout, and moreover the area
computed is only an approximation of the exact value.
Other methodologies find some set of patterns that is likely to fail due
to a predefined defect size, however the area of those patterns, or the
area contained in the space between them is not the correct critica!
area [21, 22]. Usually the results are pessimistic estimates of the exact
critica! area. On the other hand, suggested approaches to extract the
critica! areas in complex layouts are based on a statistica! Monte Carlo
simwation [64]. The existing analytica! methods [8] are restricted only
to simple and regular layouts.
In addition to the algorithms descrihing the construction of critica!
areas for SDSL models, section 3.6 presents a defect-sensitivity
analysis of three different layout styles implemented for a same
combinational function. It is discussed how defect-sensitivity results
can be interpreted and how different manufacturing conditions affect
yield.

3.1 Theory of Critical Regions for SDSL Models
In SDSL models critica! areas are extracted per IC layer. Therefore,
the failure primitives considered are only two, namely:
-

the bridge ( joining patterns unintendedly )

-

the cut ( breaking patterns unintendedly )

3.1.1 Single-layer susceptible sites
Suppose now that we deal with two non-intersecting active patterns
a c L and b c L, for L e L

Let a and b be as in Fig. 3.1a Then, in Fig. 3.1b, S1 , S2 , Sa, S4, Ss
and S6 repreaent internal vertical susceptible sites for cuts, and S 7 and
Sa repreaent internal corner susceptible sites for cuts. Similarly,
E1 = ( S1 S2 ), E2 = (Sa S2 ), Ea(S4~Ss), and E4 = (S4 S5 ) in Fig. 3.1b,
repreaent external vertical susceptible sites for bridges in L if there are
no other points of active patterns in L intersecting them. Es= (Sa .Ss)
is an external corner susceptible site for bridges in L.
1

1

I

To be able to take into account the failure criterion for patterns of some
layer Li, a sensitivity factor, cri, is needed. This sensitivity factor
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a

b
(b )

(a )

Figure 3.1. (a) Two active patterns identifying two different wiring
trees. (b) Susceptible sites for bridges and cuts.
determines the geometrical situations in which a defect can be
catastrophic. For the case of bridges it determines the percentage of
the magnitude of an external susceptible site that has to be intersected
before the two patterns are considered bridged by some protrusion
defect. For the case of cuts it determines the percentage of the
magnitude of the internal susceptible site that has to be covered before
the pattern is considered cut by some intrusion defect.
3.1.2 Critica} regions for bridges
A function can be written now, in terms of susceptible sites, defining
the SDSL geometrical failure criterion for protrusion defects as
<l»bridge(E,oi)

= {ai

Mag(E), 0

~ <Ji ~ 1

(3.1)

where oi is the sensitivity factor of layer Li. E is the external
susceptible site where the defect occurs.
The failure criterion can physically be interpreted as follows. When
oi = 0 a minimum catastrophic defect size has to be equal to Mag(E).
This is the case for defects making a physical bridge between any two
patterns. For 0 < oi ~ 1, a minimum catastrophic defect size has to be
Mag(E)(1 - oi). This case arises when a protrusion defect causes an
electrical bridge between any two patterns without having to physically
interseet them.
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Making l'l>s1 and l'l>s2 equal to <bt,ridge in eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) the vertical
lateral critical region for bridges in 4 between pattema a and b' at
lateral susceptible sites S1 , S2 and E1 , is established if eq.(2.6) is
satisfied, and it is found according to eq.(2. 7).

3.1.3 Critical regions for cuts
The function descrihing the SDSL failure criterion for intrusion defects
in '-i is expreseed as:
l'l>cut(S,ai) = {ai Mag(S), 0 s:; ai s:; 1

(3.2)

where ai is the sensitivity factor of layer L;, and S is the associated
intemal susceptible site where the defect takes place.
The physical meaning of this failure criterion is as follows. When ei > 0,
defects smaller than Mag(S) are catastrophic. This situation appears
when the remaining conducting area around the intrusion defect is so
small that whenever the current flows through it, the area will he
blown and the pattem will be cut anyway. When ai= 0, defects are
catastrophic when their size is at least Mag(S).
Once more, substituting «l>s1 and l'l>s2 by l'l>cut in eqs. (2.6) and (2. 7), the
lateral critical region for cuts in a is established if eq. (2.6) is satisfied,
and it is found according to eq. (2.7). Corner critica[ regions for
intrusion defects can he derived from eq. (2.9) if eq. (2.8) is satisfied.

3.2 Computation of Critica! Areas for SDSL Models
The steps involved in the computation of critical areas are outlined
now and described later in more detail. As one has access only to the
layout and not to the IC, and since there is a one to one correspondence
between hard-structures and soft-structures, the strategy is based on a
verification performed on the layout. The basic steps of this strategy
are mainly a layout extraction to obtain the susceptible sites, the
creation of critical regions from the susceptible sites, and the
computation of the critical areas themselves.

Step 0. For some mask Mi form new point sets by computing the union
of the dark fields. Decompose them into line connected
segments and attach to each line segment an identification
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Step 1. Sweep the layout horizontally and vertically to extract, from the
pre-processed mask, all the susceptible sites for bridges and
cuts. Store them in so called "susceptibility structures", one for
each kind offault.
Step 2. For every defect size defined in the range of sizes traverse the
"susceptibility structures" . The coordinates of areas sensitive
to bridges, or cuts, are obtained by shrinking the abscissae (for
sites obtained from the horizontal sweep), or the ordinates (for
sites obtained from the vertical sweep), or both abscissae and
ordinates (for corner sites) of the related susceptible sites. See
Fig. 3.2.
Step 8. For every defect size compute the total critical area per type of
fault as the union ofthe individual critical regions found in step
2.

susc. site

susc. site

BRIOGES

CUTS

Figure 3.2. The critical regions for both bridges and cuts are found by
shrinking the susceptibles sites.

3.3 Extraction of SDSL Susceptible Sites
All line segments are classified as belonging to two types. The
horizontal (vertical) line segments are of type 'B'E(jf:J{when the interior
of their connected point set is above (to the right) of the line segment.
Similarly, the line segments are of type 'E!J.(,'lJ when the interior of the
connected point set is below or to the left of the line segment. Each
verticalline segment is specified by its x-coordinate and the y-values of
the lower and upper endpoints. Each horizontal line segment is
similarly specified by its y-coordinate and the x-values of its left and
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similarly specified by its y-coordinate and the x-values of its left and
right endpoints. Horizontal and verticalline segments are stored in two
different data structures.
The extraction of susceptible sites is based on the principle of the
scanline algorithm [3, 4]. Moreover, two orthogonallayout sweeps are
performed: a bottorn-up and a right-left sweep that cover all the
susceptible sites parallel to the scanline. The bottorn-up sweep, or
VERTICAL sweep, scans the data structure with the horizontal line
segments. The right-left sweep, or HORIZONTAL sweep, scans the one
with the vertical segments. As the algorithms for finding susceptible
sites for bridges and cuts are very similar only the explanation for
bridges follows. The algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.1.
Suppose now that the vertical sweep is being performed. Let
P = {p 1 , • • • • PN,....,} be the set of horizontalline segments of some Mi, T an
initially empty set used to maintain the scanline order, and L an
initially empty auxiliary set, all of them lexicographically sorted by x
and y coordinates. Let S be a set to store the susceptible sites found.
The main loop of the algorithm sweeps a scanline through the set P and
stores every swept 'FfJ{:JJ line segment in the set T. Whenever a 1J'E(jl91[
line segment is encountered, its comparable sections with respect to the
line segments of T are obtained first. For every comparable section a
new susceptible site is made and stored in the set S only if the
identification number of the 'IYE(j I?{_ and 'E91[_'lJ line segments are
different. Based on theorem 2.5, the nearest line segments, of T, to the
left (predecessor) and to the right (successor) of the endpoints of the
'IYE(jl?{_ line segment are obtained as well. If these lines exist the
corresponding left and right corner susceptible sites are created.
Lateral susceptible sites arelabeledas VERTICAL, or HORIZONTAL,
depending on the sweep in which they are found. Corner susceptible
sites are labeled as CORNER. The labeling is necessary because for all
three types of susceptible sites the critical regions are computed
differently.
The set T is updated in such a form that only the comparable sections of
the intersected line segments are deleted. Theorem 2.6 guarantees
that these sections are no longer necessary to create critical regions
withother line segments ahead ofthe scanline position.
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Algorithm 3.1. Creation of susceptible sites for bridges
make_site( left , right , bott , top ,sweep)
creates a susceptible site with the given coordinates and labels it according
to "sweep".
line( left, right ,pos)

ereales a new line segment
foreach (Pi e P) {
if (type of Pi = 'E1J!I!P)
T=Tu{pi}

I* find line segments that are camparabie and putthem in L *I

else {

L ={a; e T I id of Pi ~ id of a; 1\ (I( a; ) ~ I( Pi ) ~ r( Oi ) v I( a; ) ~ r( Pi ) ~ r( Oi }) }
foreach ( Oi e L) {
I* make lateralsusceptible sites* I
st- make_site(max(l( Oi ),1( Pi )),min(r( a; ),r( Pi )),pos( Oi ),pos( Pi ),sweep))
S=Su{s}
L=L-{Oi}
T = T- {a; }
I* update T *I
if(l( Oi) <I( Pi)){
v t-line(l( CXi ),I( Pi ),pos( CXi ))
T =Tu{v}

}
if (r( CXi ) > r( Pi )) {
v t- line(r( Pi ), r( Oi ), pos( CXi ))
T = T u {v}

}

I* find line segments to the right of Pi and put them in L *I
L ={a; e T 1 (I( Oi ) > r( Pi ) 1\ pos( CXi ) <pos( Pi ))

A

(~pos( CXi ) >

pos(!Jj))}

foreach ( Oi e L) {
I* make corner susceptible sites* I
st- make_site(r( Pi ),I( Oi ),pos( CXi ),pos( Pi ),CORNER))

S=S+ {s}
L=L-{Oi}

}

Fig. 3.3 illustrates in a sequence of captions how the external
susceptible sites are fonned. Each caption shows the aetions taken at
each scanline position of Fig. 3.3a. At scanline position 1 (Fig. 3.3b) the
'EfJ./!P line segment is installed in T. At position 2 ( Fig. 3.3c), the
installed line segment is split, the comparable section is deleted from T,
and a susceptible site is fonned. At position 3 (Fig. 3.3d) the new 'EfJ./!P
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line segment is installed inT. At position 4 (Fig. 3.3e) new susceptible
sites are made, and all comparable sections are deleted from T.
p4

p3
p2

p2

pl

pl
(a )

(c )

(b )
p4

(d )

( e)

Figu.re 3.3. Creation of susceptible sites. 'B'E(ji91{. line segments are at
positions p2 and p4, 'E?{tJJ line segments are at positions pl
and p3.
The extraction of susceptible sites for breaks is essentially the same
except that in the algorithm the 'B'E(ji91{.line segments are the ones that
are stored in the set T, and instead of processing line segments of
different identification numbers, the line segments must have the same
id's.

3.4 Computation of SDSL Critical Areas
The task concerning the computation of critica! areas is split in two
phases. Namely, creating the critica! regions for each defect size, and
then computing the critica! area.
The algorithm developed to find the critica! regions is the same for
bridges and for cuts. However the sets used to store the critical regions
must be independent, one for each type of fault. LetS= {s1 , · · · ,sN..... }
be the set of the susceptible sites in ascending lexicographical x and y
order. The main loop of the algorithm traverses the set S and computes
the critica! regions one by one. Every line segment of a constructed
critica! region is saved in the set C[Ndetect] indexed by the defect size.
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Algorithm 3.2. Creation of critical regions
top (A), bott (A)

return the ordinate of the right and left corner points of a rectangle A, respectively
right (A), left (A)

return the abscissae of the right and left corner points of a rectangle A, respectively
new_line(left,right,pos) creates a new line segment

foreach (defect_size) {
I* <I> is the faiture criterion *I
.1 = defect_size/2 + <1>
foreach ( Si eS) {
switch ( Si .label) {
HORIZONTAL:
I* shrink the abscissae *I
if ( right ( si ) - .1 :;;; left ( si ) + .1){
c +-- new_line( right ( si ) - .1, left ( si ) + .1, bott( si ) - .1)
C[defect_size] = C[defect_size] u {c}
c +-- new_line( right ( si ) - .1, left ( si ) + .1, top( si ) + .1)
C[defect_size] = C[defect_size] u {c}

}

break
VERTICAL:
I* shrink the ordinates *I
if (top( si ) - .1 :;;; bott( si ) + .1) }
c +-- new_line( left ( si ) - .1, right (si ) + .1, top( si ) - .1)
C[defect_size] = C[defect_size] u {c}
c +-- new_line( left (si ) - .1, right (si ) + .1,bott( si ) + .1)
C[defect_size] = C[defect_size] u {c}

}

break
CORNER:

I* shrink both abscissae and ordinates *I
if ( right ( Si ) - .1 :;;; left ( Si ) + .11d0p( Si ) - .1 :;;; bott( Si ) + .1){
c +-- new_line( right ( si ) - .1, left ( si ) + .1, top( si ) - .1)
C[defect_size] = C[defect_size] u {c}
c +-- new_line( right (si ) - .1, left (si ) + .1,bott( si ) + .1)
C[defect_size] = C[defect_size] u {c}

}

break
}

This procedure is repeated until the range of defect sizes is exhausted.
Worth noticing is that each defect size has its unique set of critical
regions in the layout, and that in fact the critical regions compose a
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"critica! mask" specific for the defect size. The algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 3.2.
It can he seen from the algorithm that the critica! regions for any defect
size are found straightforwardly from the susceptible sites. And also, no
matter how large the defect size is the critica! regions are extracted in
a time proportional to the number of susceptible sites.
Susc. site A

(a)

(b)

Defect

crttical regtons
(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4. Creating critica! regions for bridges from their susceptible
sites. (a) Susceptible sites from the vertical sweep. (b)
Susceptible sites from the horizontal sweep. (c) Corner
susceptible site. (d) Critica} regions formed.
The example of Fig. 3.4 will help to visualize the creation of critica!
regions. Let us consider the case of critica! regions for bridges. Assume
two L shaped conductors, running paralleltoeach other, with spaces
between them and that a defect of size ~ > s is placed among them. The
susceptible sites for bridges are identified as A and B and C.
Susceptible site A was obtained in the vertical sweep, see Fig. 3.4a,
thus their ordinates are shrunk. Susceptible site B was obtained in the
horizontal sweep, see Fig. 3.4b, hence the abscissae are shrunk.
Susceptible site C is a corner susceptible site therefore both abscissae
and ordinates are shrunk, see Fig. 3.4.c. The resulting critica} regions
are shown in Fig. 3.4d.
Preparata [62] presented an algorithm to find the area of the union of a
set of rectangles. This is the algorithm used to compute the critica!
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areas. As the algorithm is well known, it only will be sketched briefly.
The implementation runs a bottorn-up scanline in the critica! mask. Let
C = {c1, · · · .ON,....} be the set of horizontalline segments of the critica!
regions lexicographically sorted by y and x coordinates. At any instanee
of Cj the total area is updated by evaluating the area of the union of the
reetangla's sections that lie in the plane strip pos(ci) and pos(ci-1 ). The
length of the intercept of the scanline in the strip with the union of the
critical regions' sections is determined by means of a segment tree. See.
Fig. 3.5 for an illustration.

Cj

Cï-1

Figure 3.5. Computation of the area of the union of a set of reetangles

3.5 Complexity Analysis
Table 3.1 presents the time complexity analysis of each of the steps of
this method. The nomenclature used is N for the number of line
segments of the preprocessed layout, and k for the number of
susceptible sites. The number of susceptible sites is dependent on the
style of the IC artwork, in the worst case k~N. Let #d be the number of
defect sizes, then the total time complexity to :find the critica! areas for
a
range
of defect
sizes,
assuming
worst
case,
is
O(N + NlogN + #d(N(1 + logN)). No results of similar tools have been
presented in the literature as to make comparisons [64]. A
hypothetical case in which the critica! areas are found according to
Algorithm 2.1 of chapter 2 will be assumed. The steps will be, 1)
growing the patterns, 2) finding overlaps of the grown patterns, and 3)
computing the areas. Table 3.2 shows the ideal time complexity
analysis. In this case K(B}' represents the number of overlaps, as a
function of the defect size ö, that were created in the "pattern
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Table 3.1. Time complexity analysis of the proposed method
Step
1)
2)
3)

Operation
Susceptible sites
Critica! regions
Critical areas

complexity
k + NlogN
k
klogk

expansion" process of step 1. Notice that as the defect size increases
K(Ö)~N 2 since most patterns will he intersecting each other. For this
algorithm, the total time complexity to find the critica! areas for a
range of defect sizes, assuming also a worst case, is
O(#d(N(1 + logN) + N2 (1 + logN 2 ))).

Table 3.2. Time complexity analysis for the ideal case
Step
1)

2)
3)

Operation
Pattem expansion
Overlap search
Critica! areas

complexity
N
NlogN + K( ö)
K(ö)log(K(ö))

Comparing both complexity analyses one can see that the new metbod
is NlogN and depends only on the geometry ofthe layout. Algorithm 2.1
is dependent on both the defect size and the layout geometry. For very
large defect sizes, this metbod is superior. Furthermore, the NlogN
complexity and defect size independency of this novel metbod provides
an approach for interactive applications.

3.6 Design Defect-Sensitivity and its Impact on Yield
The previous algorithms were implemented in a system aimed at
layout yield analysis [52]. Based on this system, an experiment for
defect-sensitivity analysis was carried out by implementing a
combinational function in three different layout styles, namely a
Programmabie Logic Array (PLA), a Transistor Matrix (TM) [23], and a
Standard Cells place and route approach (STD) [85], see Fig. 3.6. The
layouts were designed for an NMOS technology of 6J.UI1 of minimum
resolution features. Table 3.3 shows the total area and dimensions of
each layout in (!J.m units).
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(b )

11

Metal

B

Diffusion
Poly

(c )

Figure 3.6. (a) PLA. (b) TM. (c) STD
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Table 3.3. Layout dimensions

Layout

Horizontal Dim. (J.L)

PLA
TM
STD

453

385801
176670

756

582876

503

771

To give the reader a feeling of how the critica! regions are displayed
Fig. 3. 7 shows the poly layer of the TM and its critica! regions ,for
bridges and cuts for defect sizes of 30J.Lm and l2J.I.m respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7. Critica! regions are shown in black.(a)Bridges (b)Cuts.
3.6.1 Sensitivity analysis
Each layout was analyzed for defects in the range from 1 to 100J.I.m. The
sensitivities for bridges and cuts of each mask are shown in Fig. 3.8.
The following can be observed from the figures:
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+ Metal Mask ( BRIDGES ). The TM is the best compromise for
small defects in the range from 6 to more or less l5Jlffi. This is
mainly because it is the smallest layout and thus the total critica!
area is less than the other ones. However as the defect size
increases, the sensitivity rises with a steep slope due to the fact
that the metal mask is laid out in a very regular manner, and
because the spacing between lines is small. It can beseen that the
PLA follows the same trend but with a less steep slope, mainly due
to a relaxed spacing between wires and also due to a smaller
number of adjacent lines which reduces the chances of a bridge
among them. On the other hand the STD is the best compromise for
very large defects. The layout style is very relaxed, the four
channels of roetal wires are laid out very distant from each other,
and also notice the right top corner of the layout where there is a
big unutilized space.
+ Poly Mask ( BRIDGES ). Once more the TM is the best for small
defects ranging from 6 to 25Jlffi. It can also be seen that even for
large defects the mask is quite tolerant. The reason it appears as a
non-regular mask is because wires are used mainly to form
transistors; and as interconnectors only when it is necessary. The
PLA shows a very regular pattem and thus the sensitivity rises
with a steep slope. Notice that its sensitivity is almost twice as
much compared to TM. The crossing in the curves is because the
TM's area is smaller. The STD exhibita a quasi regular pattem
especially in the feed-throughs. This aspect is worthwhile noticing
because one might think that because of the large empty spaces it
would be more tolerant to small defects.

+ Dilfusion Mask ( BRIDGES ). The STD layout is in a column
style. Almost all the patterns of a column are joined together, and
the space between columns is big. This is why the sensitivity is
extremely low. On the other hand, the style for the PLA is very
regular, but with large distances between lines. The TM is not
regular, the compactness ofthe layout however putsthelines closer.
It is interesting to notice these two aspects since the two effects
seem to he equivalent from the sensitivity point of view. The PLA
appears to have a higher sensitivity because of the input and output
buffers which are not included in the TM. The slope is very slanted
because even when the lines exhibit regularity they are very
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Figure 3.8. (a) Layout Sensitivity to bridges. (b) Layout Sensitivity to
cuts.
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interconnected, i.e. many U shapes, hence catastrophic bridges are
less likely to happen.
+ Metal Mask (CUTS). In this case the PLA is the best campromise
because its lines are wider than in the other two layouts. Notice the
crossing in the curves of the PLA and the STD. This is because the
channel's lines in the STD are widely separated which reduces the
chances of a defect cutting more than one line at the same time,
whereas in the PLA even when the lines are wider they are closer to
each other. The TM simply cannot tolerate large defects.
+ Poly Mask (CUTS). The TM is the best compromise thanks to the
scarce appearance of the lines. The abrupt jump for defects in the
range of 12 to 15JJ.m is a reflection of many square pattems in which
the critical area is twice as much, to be precise in the form of a cross
as shown in Fig. 3.7. The PLA shows again a steep slope due to the
regularity in its layout. The STD proves to be the best for large
defects due to the empty spaces.
+ Dilfusion Mask ( CUTS ). In the STD approach the use of gates
makes the ratio of the transistors bigger in order to compensate
delays. This results in wider patterns which are less likely to be cut
by small defects, a fact which is reflected in its sensitivity. The
Pl.A's and TM's sensitivities are very similar due to the reasons
explained above.
3.6.2 Yield analysis
The sensitivity analysis gives an insight of the way the masks are laid
out. It reveals the endurance of the masks for different defect sizes.
However, the probability of occurrence of each defect size is not the
same. Furthermore, in practice the probability that a defect of a very
large size occurs is almost neglible and hence the sensitivity analysis
cannot reflect what would happen to the layout in a manufacturing
environment, whereas the layout probability of failure (POF) does. To
this end three different defect size distributions for the metal, diffusion,
and poly masks were created to observe their impact on the layout, see
Fig. 3.9. The distributions were characterized according to the model
presented in [16]. The distribution for the ditfusion mask was made to
have a long tail for large defect sizes, the distribution for the poly mask
was forced to peak at defects larger than the minimum resolution of
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6J.Lin, and finally, the one for the metal mask was tuned to represent a
mature process.
Prob. Density Function
0.2
0.15

--METAL

0.1

·······DIFF

0.05

-POLY

0~~~~~~~-.~~

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Defect Size in jlm
Figure 3.9. Defect Size Distribution
The layout probability of failure for bridges and cuts is shown in Fig.
3.10.

+ Metal Mask ( BRIDGES ). Something that is worthwhila noticing
here is the similarity in the POFs of the PLA and STD. It is
customary to think that the larger the layout the more likely it is to
fail. In fact the curves show the contrary. The explanation is that
the PLA uses long lines in a very uniform pattem even when they
are used to conneet just one transistor. This style increases the risk
of catching unnecessary defects along the lines. The STD uses the
lines also to interconnect, however they are not in a regular style
and furthermore there are many empty spaces among them. The
right shift in the curve of the TM, with respect to the other two,
confirms its safetiness for small defects although for large defects it
is quite unreliable.
+ Poly Mask ( BRIDGES ). A remarkable aspect is that the
occurrence of defects in the size range from 15 to 30Jlm seems not to
affect drastically the TM despite the defect size distribution peaks
at lOJlm. Once more, the regularity in the PLA is its major
drawback. The STD with its empty spaces is more reliable to large
defect sizes.

+ Metal Mask ( CUTS ). Since the probability of having large
defects is very small the PLA proves to be the safest design due to
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Figure 3.10. Layout Probability ofFailure (POF).(a) Bridges. (b) Cuts.
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its wide lines. The STD and the TM are very simHar due to the fact
that their lines are narrow (61Jlll). The TM shows a higher POF
because the lines are laid out uniformly and because of the
compactness of the layout.

+ Poly Mask ( CUTS ). The sparseness in the lines of the TM and
the quasi-regular lines of the STD results in two layout styles which
have more or less the same probability of failure, although for small
defect sizes the TM is better. The PLA bas once again the highest
POF.
+ Dilfusion Mask ( BRIDGES & CUTS). We can see bere the
dramatic differences in layout style reliabilities when they are not
correctly "tuned" for a defect environment in a manufacturing line.
Notice that even though the probability of occurrence of large
defects is big the STD style remains surprisingly low whereas for
the PLA and the TM is very high.

The curves of the defect size distributions are normalized in such a way
that the integral over all defect sizes for any curve yields a value "1".
That means that POF curves are based on the assumption that a defect
of any size and any type occurs on the layout with probability "1". The
next step is to investigate the POF situation for different values of
defect densities. The probability of failure was integrated for defect
sizes from lf.!.m to 1OOIJlll. The simulated yield was modeled according to
the yield model of eq. 1.10 for defect densities varying from 1 to 10000
defects/cm2 , with no gross yield losses, and a clustering parameter, a.,
equal to 0.9. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 3.11 and the curves
speak for themselves.
The totallayout yield, presented in Fig. 3.12, is computed according to
eq. 1.11. One remarkable condusion is that the largest layout is not
always the most likely to fail, as it is depicted in the figure. On the
other hand, regular layouts, like the PLA are not always very reliable.
This aspect should he taken into account since PLAs are frequently
used in controllers and these modules play an important role in many
designs.
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Figure 3.11. Mask yield
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Figure 3.12. Final Layout yield
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Chapter4
Single Defect Multiple Layer (SDML) Model

SDSL models neglect any interrelationships between different masks,
as is the case with transistors, and also neglect those defects which do
not cause either a short or a break. Yet if the defect falls in the polydiffusion area of a transistor it can be fatal even if it does not totally
break the geometrical pattern. It is thus not sufficient to extract
single-layer critical areas if either an accurate yield prediction or a
realistic layout to fault extraction are desired.
In this chapter a method to construct multilayer critical areas
deterministically is presented [54]. These critical areas are established
on the theoretical basis of defect semantics and on the concept of
"susceptible sites" presented in chapters one and two, respectively.
Based on these foundations, a system comprising several algorithms
was developed. In principle, these algorithms maintain simultaneously
as many scanlines as the number of layers in such a way that it is
possible to keep track of the vertical and horizontal effects of defects.
The extracted areas are a function of the geometrical patterns in the
layers, of their electrical significance, of their relationship to patterns
in the same or other layers, and of course of the defect size. Moreover,
the approach is technology and defect independent.
The chapter is organized as follows: the first three sections present the
general theory to model spot defects in multiple layers; sections four to
ten show a strategy to extract the critical regions, and section eleven
presents some results.
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4.1 Critica! Regions for Protrusion Defects
Consider now two state clauses ro,j.l. e ktech· Assume three hardstructures R1 (ro), R2 (ro), and R(jJ.), mutually nonintersecting, and also
that two protrusion defects, df and d~, originated in layers lj and 4<,
respectively, are present. Suppose now that we deal with the active
pattems a c Li originating from the partial hard-stroeture R1(ro) 1 Lj,
bc Lj originating from R(ll) I Lj, and cc 4< originating from R2 (ro) I Lk.
Assume also that the protrusion defect, df, is capable of affecting the
functional behavior of R1 (ro) and R(ll) at a and b, respectively, and that
the size of such defect is ö. See Fig. 4.1 for an illustration of these
hard-structures. It is important to mention that the layer structure of
any defect dP is not explicitly given or even immaterial. The only thing
that matters is the size of the defect on a particular layer and a
condition conceming its pattem overlap in terros of the failure
criterion.
Rz(ro)

c

a

R(~)

Figure 4.1. Three mutually nonintersecting hard-structures.
Let pattems a, b, and c be represented as in Fig. 4.2a. E1 , in Fig. 4.2b,
represents .a multilayer vertical susceptible site in Li for protrusion
defectsin 4· In a similar way, E2 is a multilayer corner susceptible site
for protrusion defects in 4.
Before going into details, let us first study the geometrical conditions
under which a protrusion defect of some pattem ai can he catastrophic
on some pattem ~. These are the following ones: i) The protrusion of~
has to span over pattem ai. This case is typically exemplified by a
protrusion of say polysilicon spanning over a ditfusion pattem such
that a parasitic transistor is formed. ii) The protrusion of ai bas to
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Rt(ID) I ~...i

Rz(ID)

14:

cO
R(JL) I Lj

8

b

I

(b )

(a )

Figure 4.2. A multilayer situation is depicted in which three active
pattems belonging to three different layers àre
characterized by two kinds of hard-structures. (a) Pattem
characterization. a c Li by R1(ro) 1 Li. b c Li by R(~) 1 Li, and
cc 4 by R2 (ro) I 4. (b) Multilayer susceptible sites.
interseet at least the boundary of pattem ai. This is the typical case for
protrusion defects malring a physical bridge between two or more
patterns, and iii) The defect cornea closer than a certain distance to
pattem ai. This case arises due to electrical phenomena such as crosstalk between the pattems.
To be able to consider the situations mentioned above, the concept of
sensitivity factors for single layers, presented in section 3.1.2, is
extended to multiple layers. Let oll be a multilayer sensitiuity factor. oll
determines defect conditions for a state clause ~ provided that a defect
originating in Li affects a pattem of ~ at a layer Li . In other words, all
determines how much area on ai has to be covered by protrusion in ai,
or how close to ai the defect must be located. Furthermore, oll is a
function of the layers involved in the defect mechanism and of the
particwar state clause of the hard-stroeture that is affected. In general,
for a hard-stroeture consisting of say nlayers, n" different values of oll
can be specified. Each of these multilayer sensitiuity factors determines
the conditions of protrusion defects in every layer affecting each one of
the layers of the hard-structure. A function can now be written, in
terms of susceptible sites, defining the geometrical failure criterion for
protrusion defects as
..

cltprot(E,S,o~)

{oll Mag(E)
oll Mag(S)

0 :::; oll :::; 1
-1 :::; oft < 0

(4.1)
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where GÜ is the sensitivity factor of layer Li given the state clause 1..1. and
provided Li is affected by protrusion defects originating in Li. S and E
are the internal and external susceptible sites where the defect occurs.
In this function, negative values of GÜ cover the above mentioned case i,
and positive values cover cases ii and iii.
Substituting «l>s1 and <1>5:! in eqs. (2.6) and (2. 7) by the corresponding
«~>prot of a and b, the vertical lateral critical region for protrusion defects
in Li between patterns a and b at lateral susceptible sites S 1 , ~ and
E1 , is established if eq.(2.6) is satisfied, and it is found according to
eq.(2.7).
Similarly, assume that the protrusion defect, d~, is capable of affecting
R1 (ro) and R2 (ro) at a and c, respectively, and that the size ofsuch defect
is A. Then the corner critical region for protrusion defects in layer 4
between patterns a and c, at the corner susceptible site E2 , and lateral
susceptible sites S1 , S3 , is also found by substituting <l>s1 and «~>aa by
the corresponding «~>prot in eq. (2.9) if the conditions of eq. (2.8) are
satisfied.
The
critica! regions for those two cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.3 for
aR.. = 0.3, o-:h.. =-1, o-~"k =0.0, O"rokk = 0.0, S = 4.5 units, and A= 2.5 units.
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Figure 4.3. Multilayer critica! regions for protrusion defects
When creating critica! regions, besides the pattem extension
proportional to ~ , an additional extension, proportional to the failure
criterion of the patterns has to be considered. For the ease of modeling
and simplification of the algorithms for computing critical areas, the
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shape of this section is always approximated as a rectangle with length
equal to Ramp(min(~prot•~prot'H and width equal to ö- s +~prot+ ~prot',
where Ramp is the standard "ramp function" defined as
Ramp(x)

={

0 xso
x x>0

(4.2)

and ~prot and ~prot' are the failure criteria of any two patterns a and b,
respectively. See Appendix 2 for a detailed denvation of this section of
the critical region and its error relative to the total critical region of the
bridge.

4.2 Critica! Regions for Isolated Spot Defects
Isolated spots are a special case in which a missing or an extra piece of
material is present in the layer but it only affects layers other than the
one of origin and even more, their effect is only vertical. A typical
example is an isolated spot of missing thick oxide in a polysilicon-metal
crossing inducing a bridge between both conductors. Another example
is an isolated extra spot of polysilicon, completely covering a diffusion
pattern, transfonning the "diffusion conductor" into a paraaitic
transistor.
Consider now a state clause f.1 e ~ech· Assume an active pattem a c '-i
originating from the partial hard-stroeture R(J.L) 1 Li. Let the pattem be
depicted by the connected point set a of Fig. 4.2a. Assume now that an
isolated spot defect, ds, in Lj, i;o~:j, affects a, and that the size of such
defect is ö.
In this case the internal susceptible site S 1 , in Fig. 4.2b, is a
multilayer vertical lateral susceptible site in Li for isolated spot defects
in Lj if in the open rectangle S 1 no other points of active patterns of the
layer where the isolated spot bas its origin are allowed. This condition
prevents from establishing redundant susceptible sites as could be the
case of an isolated spot defect of polysilicon over a polysilicon-metal
crossing.
The function descrihing the failure criterion for isolated spot defects in
Lj is defined as follows
<I>spot(S,aä)

= aä Mag(S},

0 s aä s 1

(4.3)
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where aä is the multilayer sensitivity factor of layer Li related to the
state clause 1.1 and given that Lj is affected hy isolated-spot defects
originated in Lj. Sis the associated intemal susceptihle site where the
defects takes place.
The function is interpreted as follows. For 0 < aä < 1 a catastrophic
defect size can he less than the magnitude of the susceptible site. As
an illustration of this case consider a spot defect of the implant layer,
in an NMOS technology, entirely spanning over the gate area of an
enhancement transistor such that the transistor is tumed into a
depletion one. In the extreme case of aä 1 any defect at least
intersecting the houndary of the susceptihle site can he catastrophic.
This situation is exemplified hy pinholes in the thin oxide of a
transistor's gate area. For crä = 0 the defect size has to he at least
Mag(S) in order to he catastrophic.
Suhstituting <l>s1 and <1>8:! hy <l>spot in eqs. (2.6) and (2. 7), the lateral
critical region for isolated-spot defects of a is established if eq. (2.6) is
satisfied, and it is found according to eq. (2. 7). Corner critical regions
for isolated-spot defects can he derived from eq. (2.9) if eq. (2.8) is
satisfied.
A lateral and a corner critical regions for isolated-spot defects are
illustrated in Fig. 4.4 for aä = 0 and o= 2 units.
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Figure 4.4. Multilayer critica! regions for isolated spot defects
Isolated spot defects do not need any additional extensions due to the
end effects because a defect centered ahead of the critical region will
never physically interseet the pattem.
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4.3 Critica! Regions for Intrusion Defects
Unlike isolated spots and protrusion defecte, intrusion defects only
affect pattemsin their layer of origin. Consider a state clause ll e l:tect,.
Assume an active pattem a c 4 originating from a partial hardstroeture R(ll) I L1• Let the pattem be depicted by the connected point
set a in Fig. 4.2a. Assume now that an intrusion defect, d1, affecting a is
present, and that the size of such defect is ö.
In this case S1 , in Fig. 4.2b, represents vertical internal susceptible site
for intrusion defects in 4. In a similar way, S4 is defined as a corner
internal susceptible site for intrusion defects.
The failure criterion for intrusion defects is defined as
tPintr(S,a~) =a~ Mag(S), 0 ~a~ ~ 1

(4.4)

where a~ is the multilayer sensitivity factor of layer Li related to the
state clause ll and provided that the defects originate in the same layer
L1• S is the associated intemal susceptible site where the defect takes
place.
The physical meaning of this failure criterion is analogous to the one of
isolated-spot defects. When a~ > 0, defects smaller than Mag(S),
provided that S is associated to IJ., can be catastrophic. This situation
appears when the remaining conducting area, after that the intrusion
defect takes place, is so small that whenever the current :flows through
it, the area will be blown and the pattem will be cut anyway. When
a~ = 0, defects are lethal when their size is at least Mag(S).
Substituting tPs, and tPs2 by tPintr in eqs. (2.6) and (2. 7), the lateral
critical region for intrusion defects of a is established if eq. (2.6) is
satisfied, and it is found according to eq. (2.7). Corner critical regions
forintrusion defects can be derived from eq. (2.9) if eq. (2.8) is satisfied.

4.4 Description of the System for SDML Critica! Areas
Fig. 4.5 shows the overall framework for computing multilayer critica!
areas.
The four stages are represented by ovals, the input data to each stage
is described by reetangles pointing to the ovals and the output data by
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Figure 4.5. System framework for the computation of multi-layer
critical areas

reetangles pointed by the ovals. The layout partition stage consists
essentially in extracting soft-structures from the layout and in
determining which defect mechanisms and in what manner do they
affect them. The susceptible stage locates regions where defect
mechanisms can potentially introduce defects in the soft-structures.
The criticai-region stage identifies the regions where spot defects of a
known size affect the soft-structures. Finally, the area stage computes
the total critica! area per defect mechanism, and computes also the
partial critical area per intersection of critica! regions with different
fault types and different electrical potentials. The former area can be
used for yield prediction, and the latter for realistic fault analysis.
By convention, it is assumed in the next subsections that all line
segments are classified in two types. When the interior of the
corresponding connected point set lies above (below) the line segment
we say tbat it is of type 'B'E(jl'll{_( 'F.!}(1J ).
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4.5 A Spot-Defect Language
A simple language founded on the theory of section 2 was created as a
user interface. This language provides information about the
technology which is going to he used and the defect mechanisms,
abstracted at the layout level, that may damage hard-structures. Fig.
4.6 shows its syntax in BNF notation; keywords and variables are
identified as bolded and italic words, respectively.
1:
2:

tech file
mask-descr

3:

masks

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

conductor mask
contact mask
invalid-struct
invalids
mask function
struct descr

10: structures

· ·= "(" 1ECHNOLOGY tech name mask descr ")" .
:o:= "(" MASKS "(" {masks} ")" ")"{invalid struct}.
::="<"conductor mask ">"
"$" contact mask
• •=
• •=

mask name . mask-name .
mask-name .

::= "("-SUPPRESS {invalids} ")" struct descr
::= "(" {mask function}+ ")" .
• •=

[ "-"]

mask name .

··= "(" SIRUCfiJRFS {structures}+ ")"
{defect descr} .
· ·= "(" struct name {struct function}+ ")"
"(" "("structname {prime struct}+ ")" ")".

11: struct function · ·= ["-"] mask näine
"<" {grouped masks}+ ">" .
· ·= [ "#"] conductor mask .
12: grouped_masks
"(" prime_name {struct_function}+ ")"
13: prime_struct
" (" DEFECTS " (" min_size max_size step ") "
14: defect descr
{struct defects} ")" .
·= "(" struct name {mask defects}+ ")"
15: struct- defects
"(" struct-name {prime defect}+ ")"
·= "(""("prime name {mask defects}+ ")" ")"
16: prime_defect
:= "(" mask name- { "(" defëët type ")" }+ ")"
17: mask defects
18: defect_type
·= "(" class mask_namesensJactor fault ")" .
·= [PR01RUSION I "+"]
19: class
[ IN1RUSION I "-" l
[ISOIA1ED I "*"] .
: = fault_name .
20: fault

Figure 4.6. Syntax of the Spot-Defect Language
Statements 2 and 3 descrihe the vector of masks M = (M 1 , M2 , ... , MN,_)
classified by their conductor/contact properties. Masks which are
neither conductor or contact are for instanee implant, p-well, etc.
Those state clauses which are meaningless in the technology are
specified in statements 6 and 7. Statements 9 to 13 descrihe the set n of
state clauses associated with mask stacks.
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Each state clause, i.e. ll e n, is specifted by a boolean expression in
which the narnes of the variables are replaced by the mask names.
Also, since it is possible to specify a soft-stroeture by more than one
state clause, altemate descriptions are possible through statement 10.
The value of the mask variabie in the deftnition of a state clause
evaluates to "troe" when the mask is specified, or evaluates to "false"
when it is preceded by "-". When a mask does not appear it is taken as
a "don't care".
To give information about the electrical nodes, angle brackets ,"<", are
specified to indicate whether the mask remains with its same node or
whether two or more masks are electrically merged. If a node is going
to be split a symbol ,"#", preceding its mask is used.
Statements 14 through 20 describe the defect mechanisms that may
affect every specified strocture. Associated with each defect mechanism
is the fault condition that arises together with its sensitivity factor.
Each strocture which is affected by defects has to specify which layers
are sensitive and which defect mechanisms affect each one of the
layers. This is explicitly shown in statement 18. If a strocture is
omitted from the defect speciftcation it is assumed that the strocture is
insensitive to defects.

4.6 Layout Partitioning
The ftrst task in this stage is to parse the technology file in order to
create a database of defect-fauit information of each state clause ll e n.
This database is created as an array of 2N'"""" elements. Each state
clause is specified as a bit-vector of masks and assigned to its
corresponding entries in the array. Each entry contains information of
the defects that affect the soft-stroeture per

+ defect mechanism

+ individual masks ofthe state clause
+ mask where the defect manifests with associated sensitivity factors
Once the layout is read, each rectangle is decomposed in horizontalline
segments. Let '}{= {r 1 , .•• , r0 } he the set of horizontal segments sorted
lexicographically by y and x coordinates. T an auxiliary set of line
segments which initially is empty, and P thesetof partitions formed.
Each ri e 'l{has a bitvector such that each bit corresponds toa mask in
the mask vector M = (M1 , .•• , MN.".,11J. The algorithm sweeps the set 'l{by
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retrieving one line segment at a time. Assume that a line segment r is
retrieved. Then, the partitions are formed by constructing rectangular
point sets from the comparable sections between r and each line
segment of T that is below r. New partitions are stored in P, noncomparable sections of r are stored in T, and each comparable section of
the lines stored in T is split off from their corresponding line segments.
lf r is of type 'B'Efjl:J{. a logica! OR operation is performed between the
maak-bitveetors of each of these comparable sections and r. Next, the
comparable sections are reinstalled inT with their bitveetors updated.
On the other hand, if r is of type 'E!/I{JJ, an XOR logical operation is
carried on, if the result of the XOR is not zero the comparable sections
are also inserted in T, otherwise they are deleted from their
corresponding line segment. After all the partitions are constructed, a
common node assignment as it is done in layout to circuit extractors, is
performed.

4.7 Extraction of Multi-Layer Susceptible Sites
Susceptible sites are obtained by performing two orthogonal sweeps in
the layout. Thus, susceptible sites are found relative to their sweep.
Furthermore, each susceptible site is "labeled" according to the sweep
in which it was found. Corner susceptible sites are marked as "corners".
This labeling is necessary because in order to determine the critical
regions one must know which coordinates need to be considered, either
the abscissae for horizontal sites, the ordinates for vertical sites, or
both abscissae and ordinates for corner sites. The algorithm is
essentially the same as Algorithm 3.1 but with some variations.
Assume now that the vertical sweep is carried on. Let T he an ordered
set containing the horizontalline segments of each one of the masks of
the partitions formed in the previous stage. Each line segment has
information about the mask to which it belongs, its left, right and pos
coordinates, the associated electrical node, and a counter that keeps
track of overlapping sections between line segments. Let T he
lexicographically ordered by y and x coordinates. Let 1l[Nmaskl and
'lt:Nmaskl he two indexed sets that maintain the scanline status for
'.B'E(jl:A{_ and 'E:A['D line segments, respectively. Each one of these sets is
indexed by the mask to which the line segment belongs relative to its
mask position in the mask vector M = (M 1 , .•• , MNmask ). Both 1l[Nmaskl and
'lt:Nmask1 are initially empty.
The algorithm sweeps the set T by retrieving one line segment at a
time. Every '.B'E(ji:A[line segment, say k e o, o c Mi, is is installed in
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1{Nmask1 indexed by its mask position j and with its overlap counter
initialized to one. If there are comparable sections between the line
segments of q{j] and k, the set q{j] is updated in such a way that the
comparable sections are split off from their corresponding line
segments and reinstalled as independent line segments with their
overlap counter incremented by one. 'E9{'1J line segments are installed in
1:l:Nmask1 indexed by their mask position, with their overlap counter
initialized to one, and with the magnitude of the associated internal
susceptible site attached.

Assume now an 'E9{'1J line segment k of some mask Mi. Multilayer
internal lateral susceptible sites are formed from the comparable
sections between k and those line segments installed in every q{i],
i = 1, ... , Nmasko whose overlap counter is one. All comparable sections of
q{j] are split off from their corresponding line segments, and are
reinstalled independently only if after decrementing their overlap
counters, the value of the overlap counter is bigger than zero. External
susceptible sites are constructed after each internal susceptible site is
established. The procedure is essentially the same, except that i)
instead of using k as a reference, the 'B'E(jl'l{ line segments of every
internal susceptible site constructed from q{j] are used, ii) the set
1:l:Nmask1 is used to find comparable sections, and iii) external
susceptible sites are established only when the associated electrical
nodes are different. Corner susceptible sites are formed by finding the
nearest line segments to the right (left) endpoint of k until one of those
lines has its ordinate bigger than the ordinate of k, or bigger than one
of the line segments already found.
Next, each susceptible site is processed todetermine the possible defect
mechanisms that may affect its related soft-structures.
4.7.1 Defect mechanisms
In the previous subsection it was described how to obtain susceptible
sites. However, these sites are still per mask, and furthermore, since
there is no knowledge about their related soft-structures it is not
possible to establish which defect mechanisms are meaningful. In this
section it will he described how to transform these sites into
"multilayer" susceptible sites, and also how to relate them to their
corresponding soft-structures. The general strategy will he described
now, and laterit will he addressed as to how to assess if a multilayer
susceptible site is sensitive to defect mechanisms.

Defect mechanisms
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To construèt multilayer intemal susceptible sites all the established
intemal susceptible sites are geometrically intersected among each
other to find maximal connected point sets, Smultiple• that contain subsets
of susceptible sites of different masks. Extemal multilayer susceptible
sites Emultiple(S,Si) (where i is an index indicating each different intemal
susceptible) are constructed in the same geometrical way as intemal
multilayer susceptible sites.
Now establish a state clause ~ from the result of an OR operation
among the masks of a multilayer susceptible site. This state clause
represents in fact the related soft-structure(s), and therefore it is
possible to determine the defect mechanisms that affect each one of
their masks.
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Figure 4.7. Forming multi-layer susceptible sites. (a) Three different
masks. (b) Susceptible site for mask A. (c) Susceptible site
for masks A and B. (d) Susceptible site for masks A and C.
(e) Susceptible site for masks A, B, and C.
As an example of how to construct multilayer intemal susceptible sites

consider the case of Fig. 4.7a where 'B'E{il~line segments from three
susceptible sites related to masks, A, B and C, and one 'E.'}/'JJ line
segment related to mask A are shown. Figs. 4.8b-4.8e display the
constructed multilayer susceptible sites after the geometrical
intersections take place.
In the next subsections it will be described how to assess if a multilayer
susceptible site is sensitive to defects. Let Sprot[Nmask], Siso[Nmask], and
Sintro[Nmask] be three initially empty sets used to store susceptible sites
sensitive to protrusion, isolated and intrusion defects, respectively.
These sets are indexed by the mask where the defect originates relative
to its mask position in the mask vector M. Each susceptible site in any
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of these sets will have attached its related electrical nodes, fault types,
and label for further processing of critica! regions and areas.
4. 7.1.1 Intrusion defects

Assurne a state clause J.l. e Q of some internal susceptible site Smultiple·
For each mask Mi associated to J.l., the defect-fauit database is inspected
to check if an intrusion defect of that mask creates a fault eondition for
ll· If the fault exists, the sensitivity factor is retrieved, the Mag of the
susceptible site is calculated, and finally the susceptible site is stored in
the set ..>intrOl, otherwise the susceptible site is discarded.
4.7.1.2 Isolated-spot defects

These defects are checked analogously to intrusion defects. Assurne the
state clause J.l. of some Smultiple· For each mask Mi, in the vector M,
different than any of the masks related to J.l., the defect-fauit database
is inspected to verifY ifJ.l. is affected by isolated-epot defecte of Mi. lftwo
or more masks are affected by the same defect, a valid susceptible site
is established either when the faults are different, or when the faults
are the same but the electrical nodes are different. If the susceptible
site is valid, the associated sensitivity factor is retrieved, the Mag of the
susceptible site is calculated, and as a last action the site is saved in
the set Sisoül·
4.7.1.3 Protrusion defects

Forsome Emuttipte(S,Si), let ro and J.l. be the state clauses related toS and
to Si, respectively. For each mask associated to J.l., the defect-fauit
database is inspected to verifY if a protrusion in that mask affects ro. lf
ro is in fact sensitive, a valid susceptible site for protrusion defects is
established. Since protrusion defects have a bilateral effect, the
process is reversed and now it is checked whether protrusions of ro
affect Jl. Susceptible sites for protrusion defects are valid only when
the electrical nodes are different. Each new susceptible site is stored in
the set Sprot· indexed by the mask where the defect originates.

4.8 Construction of Multi-Layer Critical Regions
Critica! regions are found by performing geometrical operations of
shrinkage-expansion on each susceptible site found. Let
tprot[NmaskUNsizes], Clso[NmaskUNsizesl. and Gintr[NmaskUNsïzesl he three initially
empty sets used to store critica} regions for protrusion, isolated, and
intrusion defects, respectively. Let these sets be indexed by the mask
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where the defect originates relative to its mask position in the mask
vector M and by the defect size in the given domain of defect sizes.
Remember that each susceptible site bas information about the
associated electrical node, the corner points of the site, the label either
vertical, horizontal or corner, the related fault associated to the state
clause to which the site belongs, and the respective failure criterion.
The procedures that are just about to be described are based on eqs.
(2.5-2.8), and are similar to Algorithm 3.2.
The algorithm sweeps each set of susceptible sites by retrieving one
susceptib!e site at a time. Assume that Sintrü1 is being swept. Then, for
each defect size ó in the range of defect sizes and for each susceptible,
three possible actions are taken depending on the site's label:
VERTICAL) shrink the ordinates of the corner points by half of the
defect size plus the failure criterion. If the new shrunk coordinates
interseet each other, then the abscissae are expanded by half of the
defect size plus the failure criterion (if applicable). HORIZONTAL) The
same actions as with vertical sites, except that the shrinkage takes
place on the abscissae and the expansion on the ordinates. CORNER)
shrink both ordinates and abscissae by half of the defect size plus the
failure criterion. If both ordinates and abscissae interseet each other
make a valid critica! region. Each established critical region is stored in
its corresponding Clotr0U3].

4.9 Computation of Multi-Layer Critica! Areas
Critica! areas are computed for each defect size by sweeping the sets of
critical regions. Each critica! region bas information concerning the
fault type and the affected electrical nodes. Whenever two critica!
regions are intersected, the intersection will be the critical region for
both fault types on all related nodes. This assertion can be illustrated
by an example. Assume three different critical regions A, B, and C as
depicted in Fig. 4.8. Assume that A bas nodes 1 and 2 and fault type
"short", that B bas nodes 1 and 3 and fault type "new device", and that
C has nodes 2 and 3 and fault type "new device". Clearly, if the center
of the defect falls in the region A only a "short" arises, if it falls in
region B only a "new device" is created, and if it falls in ABC both short
circuit and "new device" faults are established. Hence, each
intersection of critica! regions bas a different fault significanee which
can be weighted according to the partial critica! area. Therefore, for
each distinct defect mechanism, partial critica! areas will be computed
per faults and related electrical nodes. The total critical area will
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Figure 4.8. Critica! regions after node and fault splitting.
simply he obtained by adding up the results of every partial critica!
area.
Without loss of generality let US denote the set aNmaskUNsizesl as the set
containing the horizontal line segments of each of the critica! regions
found. Let it he indexed by each defect lexicographically sorted by y
and x coordinates. Take one mask i and one defect size j. Each line
segment C E aiJD] has tWO Sets that keep track Of the Întersection Of
nodes and faults. Let us denote these sets as NODE and FAULT and
their relationship to c as c.NODE and c.FAULT, respectively. Each
element of these sets has information of the node number (fault type)
and a node counter (fault counter ) that keeps track of node (fault)
multiplicity in the same line section. Let A(2N"][2Nt] he a matrix used to
store the partial area for all possible combinations of nodes and faults,
where Nn and ~ are the total number of nodes and type of faults
extracted from the layout, respectively. In practice this matrix is too
sparse to he used as such and also it can be very huge, therefore we use
a linked list of meaningful elements instead. However, for ease of the
explanations the matrix will still be used for the discussion.
The algorithm sweeps the set aiJU] by retrieving one line segment at a
time. Let T be an initially empty auxiliary set maintaining line
segments. Assume now that a line segment c E. ailü] is retrieved. Then,
for each comparable section, s, the area of the rectangle formed
between c and s is computed. Next, the sets s.NODE and s.FAULT are
scanned to construct two bit vectors, node and fault, such that each node
and fault in s is assigned to a bit position. These bitveetors are used to
index the matrix A(node][fault] in order to be able to accumulate the
partial area for this specific combination of nodes and faults. This
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partial area is also accumulated to the total critical area. If the type of
c is tJfE(ji:J{ only its non-comparable sections are installed inT. Every
comparable section, s, is split off from its corresponding line segments
and reinstalled with the node and fault sets including the node and
fault of c. If the nodes (faults) of c and s are the same, the respective
counter is 'incremented, otherwise they are inserted into the
corresponding sets of s with the respective counter initialized to one. If
the type of c is 'FfN!/J, the node and fault counters of each oomparabie
section that bas the same node and fault of c are decremented. If the
node or fault counters become zero, the node or fault are removed from
their corresponding sets. Whenever both fault and node sets are empty
the associated line segment is removed from T.

4.10 Notes on Implementation
Scanline algorithms usually make use of data structures such as
balanced trees, segment trees, etc [62]. These data structures are
planned for minimizing time of operations such as delete, insert, and
search on random accesses to the data structure's elements. However,
for the applications explained in the previous sections it becomes quite
diffi.cult and laborious to perform these operations on these data
structures. In most of the cases one bas to deal only with comparable
sections rather than whole line segments. Therefore, a simple data
structure named Static Line Array was developed.
x =Rightmost- Leftroost coordinates.
(a)

\I
jlag(i) = jlag(i+l) =jlag(i+2)
jlag(i+3) = 1.
(b)

=

jlag(i) = jlag(i+3)
jlag(î+2) =0.

= 1 , jlag(i+l) =
( c)

Figure 4.9. Static Line Array. (a) Data structure. (b) Insert operation.
(c) Split-Delete operation.
Let SLA[NsLA] he an array of NsLA elements, where NsLA is equal to the
maximum (MAX) abscissa of the layout, or ordinate, minus the
minimum (MIN) corresponding ones. If vertical layout sweeps are
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performed, the abscissae are used, otherwise the ordinates. Each
element of this array represents a section of a line segment of unit one.
Each entry contains a flag that indicates whether the slot is occupied or
not, the vertical (horizontal) position of horizontal (vertical) line
segments, and some extra information which is related to the
particular application, i.e. a bitvector of masks, nodes, faults, etc.
Insert, delete and search operations become then quite simple. For
instance, if a horizontal line segment (pos(a);l(a),r(a)) is going to he
inserted, the 1lag is set on in all those i slots such that l{a) MIN s i < r(a) - MIN, and the position in each slot is set to he equal to
pos{a). Delete operations are obviously done by resetting the 1lag in the
corresponding slots, and search operations are done by finding those
slots, in the range of the line segment of reference, whose 1lag is on.
With the SLA simultaneous operations of insert-delete, insert-split,
split-delete, search-split, etc. can he carried out. The performance
using this data structure is quite fast. The Static Line Array is based
on the fact that most of the line segments in a layout are of length far
less than the total length of the layout [2]. So, in most of the cases the
number of iterations is quite small in order to insert, delete or split a
line segment. See Fig. 4.9 for an illustration of this data structure.
Let us study now the time complexity for insert, search and delete
operations using the SLA. Let N he the numher of line segments, b be
the size of the slot, and A. = MAX~ MIN the numher ~f slots in the SLA.
The time to perform any operation for a given line segment k in the
SLA is ob~ously r(k) ~ l(k) , hence the average time for N line segments
will be ~ 1, where T is the average length of all linea obtained as
Ï =

~i r(kj) • l(ki).

Thus, the average time complexity for performing

I

operations on the SLA is O(cN). In spite of the linear relation the
performance can he very bad if c is very large. One way to overcome
this problem is by adjusting the size of the slot and by maintaining a
linked list of line segments in every slot. This approach resembles the
well known technique of bashing with collision resolution by separate
chaining [27]. By using this approach the average time to insert N line
segments is given by e ·a + a, where a is a load factor of the hash table
expressed as ~- [27]. For the particular application of the SLA a is
1
expressed as ~ If b is chosen to he equal to I, and N is a very large
number, it can he seen that the average time complexity is O(N).
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Similarly, the average time to delete or test for the existence of a line
segment is given as 1 + 0.5 a [27] which also results in an average
O(N) time complexity.

4.11 Experimental Results
This section is devoted to present the performance behavior of the
system against the number of processed rectangles. All previously
mentioned algorithms were implemented in C in an HP-90001835
minicomputer. As a set of examples a series of benchmarks were
implemented in a Standard Cells Place and Route approach for an
NMOS technology of 6J.1 of minimum resolution features. The layout
consists of six masks, namely: diffusion area (nd), polysilicon (np),
buried contact (nb), contact (nc), implantation (ni), and metal (nm). For
details on the composition of each hard-stroeture of this technology and
the way in which each of their layers is affected refer to the technology
file of Appendix 3. The computed faults together with the sensitivity
factors for defects affecting the hard-structures are summarized in
Tables 4.1 to 4.3.

Table 4.1. Fault conditions due to intrusion defects
Element

~~vity
nm n
c nb ni

nm

Fault
nd
nc

nb
ni
poly_metal
dif_metal
poly_via
0.0 0.0
break break
·break
0.5
dif_via
0.0
0.0 0.5
break
break break
buried_via
0.5
0.0 0.0
break break
break
poly_track
0.0
break
dif_track
0.0
break
metal_track
0.0
break
enh_xtor.transl
0.5
bad xtor
deol xtor.transl
bad xtor
0.5
0.5
badxtor
no

1
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Table 4.2. Fault conditions due to isolated spot defects
nb

_via
uried_via
ly_track
dif_track
metal_track
enh_xtor. trans1
de 1 tor.transl

ni

float_line
ew_device

0.0
0.50.
0.5

bad xto bad xtor
ibadxto

Table 4.3. Fault conditions due to protrusion defects
Element

poly_metal
dif_metal
poly_via
dif_via
buried_via
poly_track
dif_track
metal_track
enh_xtor. trans1
de I xtor.trans1

c nb ni

nm

float_line

-1.0
0.0
-1.0 0.0
0.0

new_device
short

short
short

The examples were run for five different defect sizes ranging from 71! to
191J., in steps of 31J., and for computing the total multilayer critical area
per layer. This range of defect sizes provides a good characterization of
the conditions prevalling in the manufacturing line, provided that the
defect sizes obey the 1/x3 defect size distribution [74].
Obviously the advantage of the deterministic approach is the ability to
process large layouts, in the order of tens of thousands of rectangles, in
a relative short cpu time. Table 4.4 shows the cpu time for each
benchmark. Notice that the running time is proportional to the
number of reetangles in an almost linear relationship.
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Table 4.4. CPU time (HP-9000/835)
Benebmark
f2

rd53
radd
alu2
sao2
9sym
in6

#Re

874
1768
3091
5789
11999
15280
22396

28

Time (hh:mm:ss)
1:54.65

3:55.55
7:03.28
14:09.48
30:30.94
42:21.37
1:03:29.49

65

91
175
281
368
468

4.11.1 Failure analysis of a 6T-RAM cell
[51 np 0 nm
nd Jl!P~!illl'Rl!IP"Iiil p::~~llml
llncDnb Ont

m

AAA

AAAA

A

bitl gnd 6itl vdd bit2 gnd 'iil'ä vdd
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10. A static RAM. (a) Schematic. (b) Layout
The four memory cells shown in Fig. 4.10, were characterized for
defects ranging from Ojl to 1OO!i using the fault conditions presented in
Tables 4.1 to 4.3.
The critica! regions for polysilicon spot defects of 1Ojl are displayed in
Fig. 4.11. One can observe both vertical and horizontal effects of defects
from this figure. Horizontal effects are visible when the defect affects
patterns of the same polysilicon layer while vertical effects are visible
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when the defect interacts with other layers. In particular, vertical
effects for the intrusion defects of Fig. 4.11a appear in the form of
crosses, in each via and in each enhancement transistor, and in the
form of double crosses, in the upper sections of each cell in the
depletion transistors and buried contacts. Fig. 4.11b shows the critica!
regions for protrusion and isolated defects. In this case the crosses are
because isolated spots can impede the contact between metal and
ditfusion in the metal-ditfusion vias. Also the critica! regions. in the
upper section of each cell are the places where paraaitic transistors can
he formed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11. Critica! regions for polysilicon defects of 10 iJ.. (a)
Intrusions. (b) Protrusion and isolated spots.
The design's defect-sensitivity for protrusion, intrusion and isolated
spot defects is shown in the histograms of Fig. 4.12. Worthwhile
noticing is that the histograms show that defects smaller than the
minimum resolution features can also he catastrophic. These defects
appear in layer crossings, transistor's gate areas, vias, etc.
Two cases showing the results of defect-fauit diagnosis of the memory
cells were selected. The histogram of Fig. 4.13a shows the sensitivity
for a short circuit among bit1 , power supply, and ground.
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Figure 4.12. Defect-sensitivity of the static RAM. (a) Protrusion and
isolated spot defects. (b) Intrusion defects.
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miss. thick oxide
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(b )

Figure 4.13. Defect sensitivity per fault and node. (a) One defect
affecting more than one node. (b) More than one defect
affecting the same node.
This is a case when only one defect affects several nodes inducing the
same kind of fault. For this particwar layout, this fault affects three
nodes simultaneously when an intrusion defect of thick oxide appears
in the upper left corner of each memory cell. The histogram of Fig.
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4.13b, shows the sensitivity of a break between the memory cells and
Vdd. This break occurs when intrusion defects of the metal or ditfusion
layers, or when isolated spot defects of thick oxide, in the form of extra
material, appear in the via in the upper right corner of each memory
cell. This case is the opposite of the previous one in the sense that three
different defect mechanisms induce the same fa ult.
An analysis was conducted for three different defect statistica to
observe the defect sensitivity of the electrical nodes due to possible
variations of the manufacturing line. The analysis is based on the
defect to fawt collapsing technique presented in [10].

The defect size distributions were characterized according to the model
presented in [Î:6]. Every defect size distribution was forced to peak at a
defect size of 6 f.l. In the analysis it is assumed that every defect
mechanism has the same defect size distribution. The three cases are:
.Case 1: The defect size distribution obeys a 1/x3 law and the defect

density for each defect mechanism has the same value of 2
detectslcm2 •

Case 2: The defect density distribution remains the same as in case 1,

while the defect size distribution is constrained by 1/x2 •
Case 8: The defect size distribution is the sameasin case 1, but only

the defect density of extra metal is increased to 6 defectslcm2 , the rest
of the mechanisms remains with the same value of 2 defectslcm2 •

Case 1 represents a mature process, case 2 is chosen to show the effects
, of a defect size distribution allowing a higher probability of occurrence
for large defect sizes, and case 3 is used to discover which nodes are
sensitive to a change in the density of a particwar defect mechanism.
Reswts for the weight varlation of each node are shown irr Fig. 4.14.
Comparing cases 1 and 2, one can observe, as it is expected, that for
case 2 all the nodes have a higher likelyhood of failure, see Fig. 4.14a.
Also, Fig. 4.14b shows that notall the nodes are sensitive to variations
in the metal defect density; for this particwar design only the bit lines
and power supply are likely to fail.
These kind of histograms are a usefw guideline to endure the design
against spot defects. For instance, one can try to balance or to minimize
the nodal failure weights by restricting the use ofthe "sensitive" masks
of the layout. Furthermore, with the output reswts of the system one
can attempt to do reversed engineering. That is, given a fawt one can
localize in the layout which defect mechanisms and with what
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Case2
Case3
Failure Likelyhood
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bit1 bit1' bit2 word1 2 4
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gnd vdd bit2' 1 3 word2 6 8

Nodes

Nodes

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14. Faiture likelyhood of the electrical nodes of the SRAM.
(a) Variations of the defect size distribution. (b)
Variations of the defect density for protrusion defects of
me tal.
likelyhood can they actually cause the fault.
As a last example, a yield projection as a function of the number of bits
was estimated using these four memory cells. The yield model
employed is eq. 1.11. lt is assumed that the manufacturing conditions
are according to case 1, that no gross yield loss occurs and that the
value of the cluster parameter is 3.

The area is estimated as the area of the four memory cells times 1000
and 10000 for a projection for 4k bits and 40k bits, respectively. Table
4.5 shows the results of these projections. Each row shows the yield per
defect mechanism. A"+" sign stands for protrusion and isolated spot
defects, and a "-" for intrusions. Pinholes were simulated as extra
material spots of the buried contact mask; missing spots of thick oxide
as extra material spots of the contact mask. The last row presents the
total yield. From the results it is obvious that the main yield
detractors in this technology are defects of "nc+", "np+" and "nb+".
Thus, if yield were to he improved corrective actions should take place
for these kind of defects, e.g. to reduce their defect density, or to
change the design in order to minimize their effect.
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Table 4.5. Yield Projections for a 4k and 40k bit SRAM
Defect Mech.
npnp+
ndnd+
nmDm+
ncnc+
nbnb+
mni+
total

4 bits
0.999962
0.999993
0.999994
1.000000
0.999994
0.999998
0.999994
0.999837
1.000000
0.999963
0.999984
0.999979
0.999696

4k bits
0.962913
0.993019
0.993756
0.999774
0.993686
0.998384
0.994336
0.852826
0.999521
0.963566
0.983853
0.979544
0.741812

40k bits
0.699024
0.933024
0.939830
0.997744
0.939183
0.983998
0.945233
0.271148
0.995224
0.703300
0.853041
0.818284
0.070775

Chapter5
SDSL vs. SDML ·A Comparative Study

This chapter presents a comparative study for yield prediction based
on critica! area extractions of single and multiple layers. The objective
is to show how much error is incurred by using an SDSL model and a
given layout design style.
Disadvantages of SDSL roodels were mentioned in previous chapters
and are now briefty recalled,

+ The calculated critica! areas account

o~ly

for short/break type of

faults

+ All pattems in every layer are considered only as interconnectors,
even when in real artworks some portions of those "connectors" are
also part of devices like transistors.
+ The effect of layers like the implant-layers of an NMOS process, or
the p-well-layers of a CMOS process are not considered.
+ It is a "single-layer" theory, no interdependence between layers is
considered, as could he the case of a poly-metal via where three
different layers are involved.

Nevertheless, SDSL roodels are good to evaluate the safeness of the
artwork as a function of the probability of failure of its layers, that is,
whether the pattems can undesirably he broken or joined.
In the long trajectory of yield modeling it was found that by obtaining
the critica} areas a more realistic yield prediction can he achieved [74].
However, it has been conjectured that the extraction of single-layer
critica! areas can he inaccurate in predicting yield [36, 58].
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The case study presented in this chapter is intended to disclose these
conjectures by quantifying the existing differences in yield prediction
[53]. The experiment consisted in creating layouts in a Standard Cell
Place and Route approach which were then used to compute defectsensitivities and estimates of yield.
By way of introduction, section 5.1 presents some case situations where
the inaccuracy of the SDSL model is highlighted. Sections 5.2.1 and
5.2.2 cover the set up and results of the experiment. Section 5.3
presents a discussion over the obtained results.

5.1 Uncovered Situations of the SDSL Model
Some cases where SDSL models fail to detect faults other than shorts
and breaks will now be pointed out. For the rest of this section
consider an NMOS process with essentially five layers, L1 , L2 , L3 , 4. L5 •

defect

(a)

(b )

Figure 5.1. Enhancement transistor. (a) The gate is fully broken. (b)
The gate is partially broken
+ Case 1. Consider the case of Fig. 5.1 where a hard-structure, Renh•
depiets the gate of an enhancement transistor. Let its state clause
be fl = (SUBSTRATE, THIN OXIDE, POLY, x, x). Assume that the active
pattem poly c La originated from RenhÜ.t) I L3 has a width w. If an
intrusion defect appears in the poly pattem, two fatal situations
may arise: 1) The defect size is o> w and breaks totally the pattem
as shown in Fig. 5.1a, and 2) the defect is of size o< w but it also
breaks the pattem as depicted in Fig. 5.1b. In both "'cases the
transistor's drain and souree are shorted however no sensitive area
is computed under the SDSL model for the former case.

+ Case 2. Assume now the state clauses fl and ro for the presence of
poly and diffusion. Let these clauses be fl = (SUBSTRATE,
and
ro = (DIFFUSION, OXIDE,
OXIDE, x, x),
OXIDE, POLY, x, x)
respectively. Consider two hard-structures R(!l) and R(ro) identifying
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R(ro)

Figure 5.2. Creation of a parasitic transistor
two wires, one of poly and one of diffusion, as depicted in Fig. 5.2. If
a protrusion defect of poly crosses the diffusion wire, the undesired
crossing creates a parasitic transistor in series with the diffusion
wire. However, since the SDSL model does not consider
relationships among layers this situation is never covered.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3. Poly-metal via. (a) Metal wire broken. (b) Metal wire
partially broken
Rmetal(~) is shown. Let
its state clause be ~=(x, x, x, x, METAL). Assume also that the
pattern metal c Ls originated from Rmetal(~) I Ls has a width w. If an
intrusion defect is present in the metal pattem, two fatal situations
may also arise: 1) The defect size is ö > w and breaks totally the
pattem, see Fig. 5.3a, and 2) the defect size is ö < w but it occurs
precisely on top ofthè area ofthe contact hole, see Fig. 5.3b. In both
situations a circuit-break, or a floating line, occurs however no
critica! area for the latter situation is established under the SDSL
model.

+ Case 3. In Fig, 5.3 a hard-stroeture "metal''

+ Case 4. Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 5.4 where a hardstroeture "poly-metal crossing", Rcross(~). is depicted. Let the state
clause
of
this
hard-stroeture
be
characterized
by
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Figure 5.4. Involuntary via
Jl= (SUBSTRATE, x, POLY, OXIDE, METAL). lf an isolated spot defect
of missing thick oxide occurs in this hard-structure, it is possible
that the two layers L3 and Ls become involuntary connected. Since
the SDSL model works only for single layer shorts and breaks, these
kind of defects is not considered even when a potential fault is
present.

+ Case 5. This example does not point out breaks or shorts but it
rather projects a possible performance failure. Take into
consideration the hard-structure "depletion transistor", F\iep(Jl),
depicted in Fig. 5.5. Let ll bedescribed as ll = (IMPLANT, THIN OXIDE,
POLY, x, x). Because the SDSL approach accounts only for single
layer conductors, the effects that layer L1 may have are discarded
from consideration. However, the depletion transistor can be turned
into a simple enhancement transistor if an intrusion defect of a
significant magnitude is present in the implant.

Figure 5.5. Depletion transistor affected by a spot of missing material
in its implant layer.
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5.2 Case-Study
The experiment consists of two main phases, 1) Defect-Sensitivity
extraction from the layouts, and 2) Yield computation, on an analytica}
basis, founded on the results of the previous phase.
A "Standard Cells Place and Route" approach is used as the layout's
design style for the experiment. The technology employed is NMOS of
6~-t of minimum resolution features consisting of the following layers:
Ditfusion (nd), Polysilicon (np), Metal (nm), Thick oxide (nc), Thin oxide
(nb), and Implantation (ni). (See Appendix 3 for a description of this
technology, defect mechanisms, and fault types).
The circuits used for the analysis were obtained frorn a set of Logic
benchmarks1 and transformed into layout implementations by in-house
software [85]. The benchmarks and their corresponding area and
number of transistors are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Benchmarks
Benchmark

Area (u2 )

f2

429570
530980
1027420
1137000
1193280
1787968
2081856
2249280
2565936
2779854
3062016
3163264
3458042

conl
rd53
misexl
del
dk27
radd
co14
vg2

alu3
mish
rd73
5xp1
mise:

#Transistors
28
27
65
71
65
100
91
108
140
130
106
163
170
139

It was assumed that the manufacturing conditions present a 1/xS defect
size distribution [74] with a same defect density for all possible defect
mechanisrns. In our specific technology, it is interesting to observe the
effect of defects in the range from 6J.t to 20J.t. Defects bigger than 20J.t
1. Logic benchmarks distributed by Microelectronic Center, NC (MCNC)
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have a very low probability of occurrence. The employed yield model
was eq. 1.11. A clustering defect parameter of 1 and no gross yield
losses were assumed.
5.2.1 Set·up of the experiment
All hard-structures are characterized by a unique combination of
layers, yet, not all of the hard-structures have the same sensitivity to
each defect size. So obviously, it is necessary to explicitly state the
sensitivity factors for each hard-stroeture and for each defect
mechanism.

Trying to make the experiment's comparisons as fair as possible, most
of the conditions for both single-layer and multi-layer extractions were
set to equal values. Only two special cases were distinguished, namely,
when half of the transistor's gate area was missing, and when isolateclspot defects ofthe implant layer cover half ofthe transistor's gate area.
The reason for these two exceptions is because it is assumed that the
performance degradation can be big enough to make the circuit fail.
Table 5.2 shows the failure conditions of each element from the NMOS
technology. The values present the sensitive factor of each hardstructure.
Table 5.2. Sensitivity Factors
Element

nm
00-

Multiple
np
nd nc nb
0*,-1+
0- 000000-

ni

nm
x

nn
x
x
x

SinJZle
nd nc nb ni
x
00x
0-

dif_via
poly_via
x
buried_via
metal_track
0+,00+,00*,0poly_track
0+,0dif_track
0-,1*,-1+ 0+,0·
x
0+,0poly_metal
001*
x
x
x
dif_metal
x
x
00- 1*
x
1* 0.5*
enh_xtor. trans!
0.50.5x
x
0_5.
1* 0.5denl xtor.transl
0.5x
x

x x
x 0-

The meaningful hard-structures of the technology are identified under
the column "Element". Under each of the two main columns, "Multiple"
and "Single", are the six layers where defects can originate and be
catastrophic to the element. Each value indicates the sensitivity factor
for its corresponding defect type; columns marked as "x" are for
conditions that the single-layer approach cannot cope with as compared
to the multi-layer one, and columnsleftas blank are for defectsin that

Set-up of the experiment
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layer that have no effect on the element. A"+" sign means that the
element is susceptible to protrusion defects, similarly the "-" and "*"
signs are used to indicate that the element is susceptible to intrusion
and isolated defects, respectively.

5.2.2 Comparative results
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the summarized results -for three different
defect sizes- of the computed defect-sensitivity per defect mechanism.
The data are presented as the mean and standard deviation of all
benchmarks. Each defect mechanism shows three rows, S, M, and A,
which stand for SDSL model, SDML model, and the error between
them, respectively. The error was evaluated as follows
A= M- 5
M

(5.1)

Table 5.3. Sensitivity Analysis - Intrusion Defects
Mechanism

Model

s
nm

M

A

s
np

M

A
nd

s

M

A

s
nc

M
A

nb

M
A

ni

M

s
s

A

Size
12

6

mean
0.000
0.008
1.000
0.000
0.028
1.000
0.000
0.003
1.000
0.000
0.072
1.000
0.000
0.023
1.000
0.000
0.005
1.000

std.
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000

nuuan

0.140
0.177
0.209
0.112
0.165
0.322
0.003
0.020
0.857
0.000
0.128
1.000
0.000
0.050
1.000
0.000
0.011
1.000

18

std.
0.008
0.008
0.018
0.011
0.014
0.024
0.001
0.004
0.021
0.000
0.013
0.000
0.000
0.009
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000

mean
0.312
0.346
0.099
0.246
0.303
0.192
0.010
0.046
0.776
0.003
0.187
0.984
0.000
0.083
1.000
0.000
0.019
1.000

std.
0.015
0.015
0.014
0.022
0.025
0.018
0.002
0.008
0.035
0.001
0.019
0.006
0.000
0.014
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000

It can be observed that for intrusion defects, see Table 5.3, the metal
and poly layers are the most prone to be damaged and also that they
are the ones that have the lowest error between both models. The error
for poly is bigger because poly is used not only as an interconnect, but
also as a part of transistors and vias where defects smaller than the
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Table 5.4. Sensitivity Analysis - Protrusion & Isolated Defects
Mechanism

Model

s
nm

M
A

np

M
A

nd

M
A

nc

M
A

nb

M
A

ni

M
A

s

s
s

s
s

Size
12

6
mean
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.927
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.008
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.018
1.000

std.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.073
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000

mean
0.065
0.063
-0.035
0.027
0.041
0.352
0.000
0.002
0.842
0.041
0.041
0.000
0.001
0.003
0.583
0.000
0.039
1.000

std.
0.007
0.007
0.009
0.007
0.007
0.112
0.000
0.000
0.098
0.003
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.009
0.000

18
mean
0.157
0.148
-0.056
0.072
0.103
0.316
0.001
0.009
0.911
0.089
0.089
0.000
0.007
0.008
0.193
0.000
0.064
1.000

std.
0.015
0.015
0.011
0.019
0.017
0.104
0.001
0.002
0.056
0.006 •
0.006
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.014
0.000

nnrumum resolution features are catastrophic. Due to the layout's
design style, the diffusion layer is quite insensitive yet the error
between both models is big because the SDML approach can detect
critical areas in the vias while the SDSL one cannot. Worthwhile
noticing is that defects in the form of missing thick oxide are relevant.
These defects appear in the crossings ofmetal and poly, and metal and
diffusion, yet the limited scope of the SDSL models cannot capture
them. The incurred error for defects in the thin oxide and implant
layers is 100% because these defects appear in transistors which are
hard-structures that cannot be recognized by the SDSL model.
For the case of protrusion and isolated defects, see Table 5.4, the metal
layer's sensitivity is less prone to errors, less than 5%. Also, notice that
the single-layer approach extracts more critical areas. This excess in
critical areas is to be expected, consider for instanee two metal wires
running parallel to each other, and also consider that a poly wire
interconnects them. For the single-layer approach the two metal wires
are independent patterns and thus the critica! area is created, yet for
the multi-layer approach both metal wires have the same electrical
potential and thus no critical area is established.
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In the case of metal-poly and metal-diffusion vias the error between
SDSL and SDML approaches is zero because the sensitivity factors for
extra thick oxide defects have the same value in both approaches. Yet,
there is an error present for poly-diffusion contacts despite the fact that
the sensitivity factors for defects of extra thin oxide have the same
value in both approaches. The reason is because the intersection
between poly, buried contact, and dilfusion is smaller than the
geometrical pattern of the contact itself. The SDSL model tends to
extract critical areas for the entire geometry of the contact while the
SDML approach extracts critical areas only from the intersection of the
three masks. Finally, the error for isolated spotdefectsof the implant
layer is 100% due to the fact that the SDSL approach cannot cope with
multi-layer relations -these defects appear mainly in the gate areas of
enhancement transistors.

Table 5.5. Yield Prediction
2
Beneh.

s
f2
con1
rd53
misexl
del
dk27
radd
co14
vg2
alu3
mish
rd73
5xp1
mis

.999
.999
.998
.998
.998
.997
.997
.997
.995
.995
.995
.995
.994
.992

def
cm2

M
.998
.998
.995
.995
.995
.992
.992
.991
.989
.988
.988
.987
.986
.983

10
A
-.001
-.001
-.003
-.003
-.003
-.005
-.005
-.005
-.007
-.007
-.006
·.008
-.009
-.009

s
.997
.996
.991
.990
.991
.985
.984
.983
.977
.975
.973
.974
.971
.962

.991
.989
.976
.974
.976
.962
.961
.958
.944
.942
.944
.935
.931
.91

rea)( 10
def

Area x 10
def
2 2

def
cm2
-.005
-.007
-.015
-.017
-.015
-.024
-.024
-.026
-.035
-.036
-.031
-.041
-.043

.993
.992
.983
.980
.982
.971
.968
.966
.954
.951
.947
.948
.943

.954
.949
.954
.927
.923
.918
.892

A
-.011
-.013
-.031
-.033
-.030
-.048
-.048
-.052
-.070

10

s
.967
.961
.917
.907
.914
.864
.851
.843
.796
.782
.769
.772
.752
7

2

M
.916
.900
.791
.773
.791
.689
.677
.661
.576
.562
.574
.527
.504
.452

A

-.mm
-.068
-.159
-.174
-.155
-.254
-.257
·.276
-.382
-.393
-.339
-.464
-.492
-.519

Yield results are presented in Table 5.5. Two cases for different defect
densities were addressed, namely 2 def/cm2 and 10 deflcm 2 , additionally
two special cases are presented in which it was assumed that the
defect-sensitivity of each layout was the same but the area was ten
times bigger. This was with the purpose of verifying how much error is
introduced in large area layouts.
The results show that by using single-layer critica! area extractions,
yield is estimated as an optimistic upper bound. For small area layouts
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the error is also small, less than 10%. However, for large layouts the
error can grow very fast if the defect density is significant, in thfs
analysis we can see errors of up to 51%. This is to he expected because
ofthe'exponential form ofthe yield model. In practice one expects that
the larger the layout the more interactions among layers, and
consequently the more overlooked situations for the, single-layer
approach. Clearly, the larger the layout, the more poly-metal,
ditfusion-metal crossings, etc, not to mention the increase in the
number of transistors whose gate areas are sensitive to defects smaller
than the minimum resolution features.

5.3 Summary and Discussion
An interesting observation is that for layouts of similar area the
estimated yields lie in the same range. This leads to a practical
consideration such as to characterize a sample of layouts, with similar
areas and same design style, and then to obtain the defect-sensitivity,
per defect mechanism, within some confidence intervals. The result of
this characterization is that it is possible to have a statistically
equivalent layout which has statistically equivalent defect-sensitivitietJ,.
In this form, by knowing the area and design style of a layout, no
matter what function the circuit performs, it is possible to predict yield
by using analytica! formulae without having to recur to expensive
critica! area extractions or complex full simulations.

Two benchmarks are of special interest, namely del and mish.
Although they have a bigger area than their corresponding preceding
benchmarks, the reported yields are bigger than the ones of misexl
and alu3 for defect densities greater than 10def/cm2 • After examining
the layouts of misexl and alu3 it was discovered that they are
"denser" than del and mi sh. In other words, misexl and alu3 were
generated with less empty spaces. Also their sensitivities were larger.
Hence, critica! areas not only can highlight the defect sensitivity of the
design but can also heusedas a figure ofmerit to evaluate the design's
"density". In yield prediction one can see that the difference of del and
mish with their corresponding preceding benchmarks is less than 2%.
Thus, "the bigger the area" does not necessary imply the "smaller the
yield".
The sensitivity analysis reveals that it is quite obvious that the singlé
layer approach cannot manage the effects of defects in the implant;
and, the thin and thick oxide layers. In most of the cases the relative
error was very big, if not 100%. Also, it can he observed that thé
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smaller the defect size the higher the error in sensitivity evaluation.
This is because the single-layer approach treats all the patterns as
interconnectors and cannot detect situations such as vias, transistor
gate areas, crossings of layers, etc. in which defects smaller than the
minimum resolution features are catastrophic. Except for sensitivities
in the metallayer, all the sensitivities extracted from the single-layer
approach are smaller than the multi-layer approach.
The results presented bere apply for layout design styles using a
Standard Cells Place and Route approach and for the multi-layer
conditions presented in section 5.2.1. lt might be that for other design
styles the results are completely different. Think for instanee of a PLA
where long conductors of diffusion are laid out. This conductors are
places where spots of polysilicon can form parasitic transistors. Hence,
the changes in the sensitivity due to extra material of polysilicon can be
drastic; not only they are due to bridges among poly patterns but also
in large part to parasitic transistors formed with the diffusion wires.
Nevertheless, it is possible to stipulate that by using the single-layer
approach the predicted yield is an upper optimistic bound, and that the
incurred error depends on the layout style and on the multi-layer
conditions imposed.
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This chapter is devoted to present a summary of the research
presented in this thesis as well as to identify potential areas of
subsequent research. lt is in particular of interest to point out those
areas where little or no work has been carried out but that has a direct
conneetion with the concepts of defect and fault modeling at the lowest
level of abstraction, the layout.

6.1 Forther Research
The research shown in this thesis was aimed at providing an
understanding of defects and their impact on yield losses. By
understanding the effect of defects in IC designs it is possible to devise
yield tolerant methodologies, i.e. module allocation with balanced
defect-sensitivities, "defect-tolerant" driven techniques for placement
and routing, etc. In this concern little research has been carried on,
only one paper in the literature has been presented [61].
It is obvious that as the complexity of ICs increases towards designs of
more than 1 million transistors, even small percentages of defects
result in an enormous amount of faults; a 1% faults in such a design
results in 10000 transistors that can he operating incorrectly. Thus, it
is imperative to approach these problems with systematic
these
methodologies
for
defect-tolerant
designs.
However
methodologies should he based on realistic situations that consider the
presence and the geometrical effects of defects. As it was shown in this
thesis and by other researchers [10, 88], the presence of defects is very
significant to the design. These papers demonstrate how the design's
robustness is affected by variations of the defect size and density
distributions. The results imply that even in the same production line
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these defect fluctuations can result in drastic changes in yield and in
testability.
The problem cannot easily he solved without the help of CAD. In the
last 5 years we have seen an increase in attention towards the
automation of systems for consirlering defect mechanisms in ICs
[13, 50, 63, 71]. The work presented in this thesis contributes two novel
approaches that correctly find critical areas from complex layouts.
Previous approaches emphasized critica! area models for simple layouts
and for single layers. These restrictions were overcome by performing a
theoretica! analysis of the properties of critica! areas, and by deriving
strict defect and fault semantics that allow a good and flexible
modeling for sequentia! defect-sensitivities. The results of this
research were the implementation of two systems aimed at critical area
extractions, one for SDSL models and the other for SDML ones. Both
systems perform the extraction of critical areas deterministically, a fact
which is reflected in short computation times especially for large
layouts.
These systems, and all the previous research in this area, have
concentrated on sequentia! defect sensitivity models. It is to he
expected that in industry, situations that imply concurrent models also
exist. However little effort has been applied towards this end.
Moreover, all statistica! models and defect size distributions that have
appeared in the literature are for sequentia! models. Thus, this is a
field for open research which should he explored. In the same way,
defects involving parametrie faults have also scarcely been explored
[83].

In the last two years there has been a large amount of research
conducted towards delay faults. As usual, all fault models are at a
convenient high level, let us say gate level, which neglects the origins of
these kind of faults. A way of approaching these problems could he by
finding the defect-sensitivity of transistors for defect sizes that can
disturb their operation but not to the point that the transistor is fully
inoperative, i.e. those defects that change the width-length ratio of the
trl:}nsistor up to the point that the capacitor loading capability is
trimmed.
ICs are 3-D objects and defects manifest themselves also as 3-D
disturbances. No research towards this end has been considered.
Assume the defect shown in Fig. 6.1(a). In a 2-D geometry such a defect
is considered catastrophic, yet in a 3-D geometry the body ofthe defect
may look like Fig. 6.1 (b). Obviously this defect is not catastrophic. It
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would thus be necessary to generalize the concept of critica! areas to
"critica! volumes" in order to capture these situations. Also there is a
complete lack of data reported in the literature concerning three
dimensional defects.
defect

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1. 3-D defects. (a) 2-D view. {b) 3-D view
One cannot talk about defecte and put testing aaide. Testing is a field
which should profit from a knowledge of defect behavior. Traditionally,
testing is practiced at a convenient high level of abstraction without
considering the real causes of the fault. It was only until a couple of
years ago that this way of thinking has been changing [44, 67]. By
considering a realistic list of faults better quality test veetors can be
obtained. Also, rather than simulating all theoretically possible
combinations of faulty nodes a considerable reduction is achieved by
simulating those faults, extracted from the layout, that may in fact
occur in reality. Obviously, our system developed for SDML modelsis a
vehicle for detecting realistic faults. However the system has now a
shortcoming in its implementation. This shortcoming is that the critica!
areas are found per node and type of fault. Yet for breaks it is
necessary to know the critica! areas for every electrical branch. Fanout
sterns have to be analyzed ! But again, this is rather a problem of
implementation and not a conceptual one.
One interesting observation is that the relationship between primitive
faults at the layout level, i.e. bridges, cuts, extra and missing devices,
and faults at higher levels such as switch or gate or even behavioral
levels is not well established. Isolated work bas been performed to
make these connections. To this end, a unified framework that links
defects and their impacts at different levels of abstractions was
recently proposed [59], yet the fault formulation at each level is left.
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open for further investigations.
A simple metbod to handle fault-modeling complexity could he to
support several levels of abstraction in the description of a fault. For
example, a system designer will he interested in fault models
descrihing the faults in the architectural modules of the design rather
than in models descrihing faults in the IC layers.
For each level of abstraction the fault models can be described in
certain primitives appropriate to that level. Each level describes the
fault models to some extent avoiding irrelevant information to the
specific level. Consider for instanee a layout level that describes faults
using only the geometry of connections and devices while omitting
process related information such as the concentration of dopants,
thickness of patterns, etc. or, a circuit level that describes the faults as
a function of transistors, resistors, etc., on which the geometrical
information is lost. Some possible levels are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Levels of abstraction in a hierarchical fault modeling
Level
1

2
3
4
5

Abstraction
System
Logic
Circuit
Symbolic
Phvsical

FaultTypes
Behavioral
Functional
Electrical
Geometrical
Process

Primitives
modules
gates
devices
soft-structs
hard-structs

At the highest level of abstraction, the system faults describe the
functional faults of module units such as PLA's, ALU's, registers, etc,
and provide a behavioral fault description of the unit. The logic
abstraction describes internal faults of the modules in terms of logica!
expressions. Functional faults in terms of gates are provided in this
level. At the next lower level, the circuit abstraction describes the
electrical faults of the design. This description includes lists of faulty
nodes and elements such as transistors, resistors, etc. all of which are
relations between the set of nodes. The symbolic abstraction contains
thè geometrical faults of the design, such as the unintended geometrical
deviations of the soft-structures caused by spot defects in the hardstructures. The last level, the physical level, describes the process
related faults containing information such as defective patterns and
process incongruities.
Worthwhile noticing is that not every fault at a given level implies also
a fault at an immediate higher leveL As an example consider the case
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when two pattems are unintendly joined in a layout. At the symbolic
level of abstraction this is a "geometrical fault'' that belongs to the
"bridge fault class". At the circuit level, the bridge among the patterns
can he a "circuit fault" only when both patterns carry diffèrent
potentials such that a fault of the "short~circuit class" arises. Thus,
what for the symbolic level appears to he a fault for the circuit level
may not be.
Finally, without loss of generality the fault classes at every level of the
hierarchy fall in two categories: 1) wrong interconnection ordering of
primitives, and 2) incorrect behavior of primitives. For instance, at the
circuit level stuck~at, stuck~n transistors, etc, helong to the second
category, while breaks, short-circuits etc. belong to the first one.
Another area of interest is manufacturing debugging [38]. New
methods could be developed to compute defect statistica from measured
fault statistics. By correctly combining fault measurements at the
various products, it may be possible to establish a one to one and thus
invertible mapping between the statistica! fault parameters and the
statistica! defect parameters. Assuming that the metbod works it is
possible to assembie defect statistics from the measurements of fault
statistica at products rather than at yield monitors. Although this
requires some overhead at the test sites (hecause electrical
measurements must be continued for circuits already found "no go"),
the efficiency and the reliability of computing defect statistica would be
greatly enhanced. Moreover, the products establish many more samples
than the yield monitors. Thus, statistica! convergence is much faster.

6.2 Conclusions
The research presented in this dissertation was aimed at providing a
comprehensive theory for critica! area modeling, as welt as to providing
a solid semantic for defect and fault modeling. Relevant contributions
of this research can he summarized as follows:
• A general semantic model for microelectronic technologies that
encloses process induced defects with their related defect
mechanisms.
• A new taxonomie model for defect-sensitivity analysis.
• A thorough mathematica! study ofthe properties of critica! areas.
• An efficient automation for the computation of single-layer critica!
areas.
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• A prototype system for the computation of multi-layer critical areas.
• Quantification in differences of results obtained from real layouts
for SDSL and SDML models.
• By using a deterministic approach for the computation of critical
areas, defect sensitivity results are not influenced by defect
statistics. Furthermore, the general strategy for yield analysis can
be done in phases; rather than doing a complete yield simulation in
which for every change in, say, defect densities or defect size
distributions, the full simulation has to be run again and again, by
extracting first the defect-sensitivity of the design and later combine
these results with some analytica! formulae a more efficient metbod
which avoids the penalty paid in cpu time execution is obtained.
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• Human and material contaminations
1. Dried spittie

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sneeze residue
Perspiration residue
Face powder residue
Dandruff residue
Pencil powder
Wood
Paper

• Mask disturbances
1. Pinspot

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Protrusion
Bridge
Opaque spot
Pinhole
Break
Missing geometry
Glass damage
Solvent spot

• Etching disturbances

1.
2.
3.
4.

Uniform overetch over substrate
Uniform underetch over substrate
Localized underetch
Localized overetch

• Resist process disturbances

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Poor resist adhesion
Incomplete development ( scumming )
Distortion of pattems
Attack on resist pattem by developer
Resist thickness

• Mask exposure disturbances
1. Incorrect dimensions

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Distinctly printed edges
Fuzzy edges
Notch corners
Misalignment
Linewidth variations

• Layer deposition disturbances

1. Uneven film thickness

Appendix 1
2. Incorrect film thickness
3. Step coverage
4. Change in properties
+ grain structure
+ adhesion
• Dift'usion process disturbances

1.
2.
3.
4.

Incorrect dopant concentration
Lateral diffusion
Junction depth
Crystal defects
+ Interstitial
+ Vacancy
+ Substitutional
+ Frenkel defect
+ Line dislocation
+ Skew dislocation

• Oxidation process disturbances

1.
2.
3.
4.

Incorrect thickness
Uneven oxide thickness
Oxidation induced stacking faults (OSF's)
Selective oxide growth
+ Bird's beak
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For the discussion in this appendix assume two parallel pattems a c Li,
characterized by R(ro} I '-i and b c 1.;, characterized by R(ro) 1 Li which
are affected by a protrusion defect dP of size 8 and layer of origin Li.
Assume that both a and b share the same left and right coordinates.
For terminology simplifications the failure criterion of pattems a and b
will he denoted as <l>prot and <l>prot', respectively. Because of the
symmetry at both extremes of the pattems, the explanations to follow
are restricted only to the right end.
When creating critica! regions, besides the pattem extension
proportional to ~ , an additional extension, proportional to the failure
criterion of the pattems has to he considered. The magnitude of this
extension is evaluated as follows:

f(8, <l>prot > <l>prot s)
I>

0
min (<I>prot ' <I>prot')

=

<I>prot ::;; 0 v <l>prot I

::;;

0

1

<l>prot > 0 A <l>prot > 0 A
max(<l>prot.<l>prot > s- 8
1

)

h(8,<1>prot.<l>prot

1

(Al)

1

,S)

<l>prot > 0 A <l>prot > 0 A
max(<l>prot, <l>prot ') ::;; s - 8

where ö is the defect size, s is the magnitude of the extemal susceptible
site between both pattems, and h is a function talring values between 0
and min(<l>prott<l>prot This function willlater he described in the context
of this appendix. For the rest of the discussion, the abbreviations f and
h for f(o,<l>prot.<l>prot',s) and h(ö,<l>prot•<l>prot',s), respectively, will he used. Eq.
(Al) has the following physical interpretation
1

).

i) <l>prot ::;; 0 V <l>prot' ::;'; 0

When either <l>prot or <l>prot' is zero means that the condition to make a
bridge begins when the defect intersects the edge of the pattem.
Since a defect positioned ahead of ~ never satisfies this condition
the extension is zero. When one of <l>prot or <l>prot' is negative, it means
that the defect has to overlap the pattem by certain amount of area.
Since a defect positioned at a further extension of ~ never overlaps
the pattem, the extension is also zero .
./

Ü) <l>prot > 0

A

1

<l>prot > 0

When <l>prot and <l>prot' are positive means that the condition to make a
bridge begins when the edges of the defect are at some distance <l>prot
from the edge of pattem a, and simultaneously at a distance <l>prot'
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Figure A.l. End effects of critica} regions for protrusion defects. (a)
defect size bigger than the space between the patterns, (b)
defect size smaller than the space between the patterns.
from pattem b. Consider the case where cl>prot' > cl>prot· The extension f
is not zero and in this case takes the maximum value of cl>prot
because if the center of the defect is positioned at ~ + cl>prot'. its left
edge will he at a distance bigger than cl>prot and will never satisfy the
condition for a bridge with a. Furthermore, the shape of its
corresponding subset ofthe total critica! region is not rectangular. It
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is bounded by two arcs, or two arcs and one line segment as shown
in Figs. A la and A lb. Choosing the center ofthe bounding are due
to 4>pro1', of pattem b, as origin (see Fig. A.la), this section of the
critica! region is best described as a set of connected points Cext.
where

J.

Cext =

I 0 < X s; fA (s- Ö- 4>prot) < y S 4>prot' A
}
l(x,y) I (x2 + y2 s; (4>prot')2 v x2 + (y- (s- 0))2 s; 4>~rot)

{A2)

This follows from the rationale that the distance between the lower
left (upper left) corner of the defect and the right corner of b (a) has
to be at most the failure criterion 4>prot' (4>pro1). Since this distance
has to be constant, in the extreme case, we can draw a circle of
radius 4>prot' (4>pr01 ) centered at the right corner point of b (a), such
that any point in the perimeter of this circle corresponds exactly to
the coordinates of the lower left Cupper left) corner of the defect.
Because the corner of the defect moves along the circle, the center of
the defect also moves following the same trajectory. With such
established critical region, it can be observed that for a defect of size
ö > s- 4>prot', the two bounding arcs willinterseet at the line x= 4>prot,
e.g. in order to make a bridge, the extension f takes the value of
4>prot· However, for a defect of size ö s; s- 4>prot', such as the case of
Fig. A lb, the two bounding arcs will interseet at line x = h with h <
4>prot. As a result, the extension f can not be greater than h in order
to make a bridge. The exact value of h can be found by solving the
boundary equations in (A2) for x as

x2 + Y2 = (4>prot')2
2 + (y- (s- o)f

{x

=

4>~rot

(AS)

For 4>prot' < 4>prot. the symmetrie conclusions can be drawn, which
results in eq. (Al).
For the ease of modeling and simplification of the algorithms for
computing critica! areas, the shape of this section can always be
approximated as a rectangle with length equal to Ramp(min(4>pr01 ,4>prot'))
and width equal to o-s+ 4>prot + 4>prot', where Ramp is the standard
"ramp function" defined as
0 x so
(A4)
Ramp(x) = { x x > 0
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Let us analize now the error incurred in the computation of the critical
area for this bridge model.
Solving eq.(A3) for y, the exact critical area is computed as
(A5a)

Area= (L + o)w + 2(Areal)
where
f

Areal =

J0 I"(<Pprot ')2 - x2 - ( - .V·~rot - x2 + s - o) I dx

(A5b)

and w is derived as follows:
w = pos(p) +

~

+ <Pprot'- (pos(a) -

~

- <Pprod

(A5c)

given that the magnitude of the external site between both patterns is
obtained as
s

= Mag(E) =pos( a)- pos(p)

eq. (A5c) results in
W=

0 " $ + <Pprot + <Pprot I

(A5d)

For the computational model of critical areas the approximated area is
estimated as follows
(A6a)

Area'= (L + o)w + 2(Aestimated}
where
min(cJ)pmt,cJ)-')

Aestimated

=

J
0

mln(cJ)pmt.cJ)prot ')

wdx =

J

(o- s + <Pprot + <llprot ')dx

(A6b)

0

The magnitude of the error incurred in this approximation is calculated
by
I Area - Area' I
I 2(Aestimated - Areal) I
error= I
I=
I
1 Area
1 1 +
+ 2Areal 1

(A7)

For <llprot + <llprot' =c, where c is a constant, the worst case error appears
when o~ s- max(<llprot•<llprot') and <llprot = <llprot' because for certain o and s
satisfying the previous conditions, Aestimated and Areal take a maximum
and minimum value, respectively. In order to simplify the
manipulation of eq. (A7) let the upper boundary of the integrals take
the value of <llprot· In the case of eq. (A5b) Areal results in an even smaller
area. Thus, the error will be even more pessimistic. By substituting
<llprot = <llprot' in eqs. (A5a) and (A6b) and after algebraic simplifications
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eq. (A7) results in
I

~

J

2

:
4 (...j«<>*rot • x • «<>prot )dx
0
error= I
I
<~.>prol
: (L + ö)w +
(2--.j«<>~ot - x2 - «<>prot)dx

2l

(AS)

(4 • n)«<>~rot
I (L + ö)w + (x • 2)«<>~t

= :

By substituting the assumptions ö ss· max(«<>prot•«<>prot') and «<>prot =«<>prot'
in eq. (A5d) one can see that w takes values between 0 and «<>prot. In
order to estimate the error let us observe the effect of w in eq. (AS). For
very small w the error is relatively big, ho wever the contribution of the
computed area to the total crtitical area is insignificant. For large w the
error is simply very small. Also with the assumption that l»«<>prot
(mostly in reallayouts it is acceptable), it is easy to conclude that the
error introduced is small. Since the error is almost neglectable it is
stipulated that this approximation is a good compromise.
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(technology NMOS

( masks
( <nm> $nc $nb ni <np> <nd> ) )
{* nm =me tal nc = contact ni = implant
ná = diJJus ion np = poly nb = burie d contact *}
suppress

(nc
(nc
(nm
(nb
(ni

-nm -np -nd -nb)
-nm np nd )
nc np nd -nb)
-np -nd -nm)
-np -nd -nm -nc -nb) )

sbuctures
(poly_metal
(dif_metal
(poly_via
(dif_via
(buried_via
(pdm_via
(poly_track
(dif_track
(metal_track
(enh_xtor
(trans_1
(trans_2
(dep_xtor
(trans_1
(trans_2

<np> <nm> -nd -nc)
-np <nd> <nm> -nc)
nc <nm np> -nd)
nc <nm nd> -np)
<np nd> nb -nc)
<nm nd np> nb nc)
<np> - nd - nm)
-np <nd> -nm)
-np -nd <nm>)
-ni <np #nd> -nm -nb -nc)
-ni <np #nd> <nm> -nb -nc))
ni <np #nd> -nm -nb -nc)
ni <np #nd> <nm> -nb -nc))

defects (7 19 1)
(poly_metal
(np (*nc 1.0 short)
(nm (*nc 1.0 short)
(dif_metal
(nd (*nc 1.0 short)
(nm (*nc 1.0 short)

)

))
)
) )

Appendix3
(po1y_via
(np (-np
(nc (-nc
(nm (-nm
(dif_via
(nd (-nd
(nc (-nc
(nm (-nm

111

0.0 break))
0.5 break))
0.0 break))
0.0 break) (+np -1.0 float_line) (*np 0.0 float_line))
0.5 break))
0.0 break)) )

(buried_via
(nd (-nd 0.0 break))
(nb (-nb 0.5 break))
(np (-np 0.0 break))
(po1y_track
(np (-np 0.0 break) (+np 0.0 short) (+nd -1.0 new_device)))
(dif_track
(nd (-nd 0.0 break) (+np -1.0 new_device) (*np 0.0 new_device)
(+nd 0.0 short)))
(meta1_track
(nm (+nm 0.0
((enh_xtor
(trans- 1
(nd (*nb 0.5
(np (*nb 0.5
( (dep_xtor
(trans 1
(ni (-ni 0.5
(nd (*nb 0.5
(np (*nb 0.5

-

)

short)

(-nm 0.0 break)))

miss _device) (*ni 0.5 new_device))
miss_device) (-np 0.5 miss - device))
miss _device))
miss device))
miss_device) (-np 0.5 miss _device)

)))

)

) ) )
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Stellingen by het proefschrift van José Pineda de Gyvez

1. Sometimes simple phrases such as "life is hard but beautiful" do
not really make their way up to our brains. Is then life always
easy ? Or, is it a subconscious rejection to acknowledge the
problems in our surroundings ?
2. A "very" small percentage of undetected faults becomes "very"
important when the fault occurs in one of the I Cs of the landing
control unit of an airplane.
3. The recent changes in world politics conceming the East block
and Middle Asia reaffirm once more the words of the Mexican
President Benito Juarez: "Among individuals as well among
nations the respect to each other's right is the peace".
[Justo Sierra, "Juarez su Obra y su Tiempo", Editora
Latinoamericana S.A., Guatemala 10-220 Mexico 1 D.F., Mexico,
9 Sep.1960]

4. With a deterministic approach to determine the defect-sensitivity
of a design (and the reluctance ofindustry to provide defect data),
the most one can do is to assess the failure likelyhood of a design.
[this thesis]

5.

"Realistic" reliability measures on the "failure of interconnects"
must also take into account the concept of critical areas to predict
the failure rate of interconnections due to electromigration
problems.
[Kevin G. Kemp, Kelvin F. Poole and David F. Frost, "The Effects
of Defects on the Early Failure of Metal lnterconnects," IEEE
Trans. on Reliability, vol. 39, no. 1, pp. 26-29, April1990]

6. A good manager points out what the engineer did correctly - while
making constructive corrections on what to improve.
7.

During talk presentations it is not unusual to :find people in the
audience posing questions designed to show how smart and
informed they themselves are. Sometimes I wonder why they
deign to hear the talk ...

8. The "new" generation of CAD systems for yield loss diagnosis
should be capable to invert the defect-to-fault flow such that
symbolic manufacturing debugging becomes possible.

9. The integration of design for testability into logic synthesis, better
known as "logic synthesis for testability", is a fine idea. However,
this approach still fails to capture some faults because all faults
are "layout-level'' and not "gate-level" dependent.
10. One can conclude that parallel computing will still remain a myth
until the new hardware avoids the von Neumarm principle.
[ R.W. Hartenstein, A Hirschbiel, M. Riedmueller, K. Schmidt
and M. Weber, "A Novel Paradigm oC Parallel Computation and
its Use to Implement Simple High Performance Hardware", Int.
Conf. on /tiformation Technology, Oct. 1990]

